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NEW OFFICERS—The Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce elected new officers at i
ts meeting Mon-
day. New officers include (from left, front tow) Dr. Marshall Gordon, Murray State Un
iversity vice president for
university services, secretary; Paul Kiesow, plant manager of Fisher Price, vice presid
ent; Buford Hurt, state manager
of Woodman of the World, treasurer; (back row) Debbie Haley, office manager, and Ji
m Johnson, executive
vice president, who will begin his 20th year on the chamber.
Staff Photo By Matt Sanders
Chamber Of Commerce Names
Officers At Monday Meeting
The board of directors of the Murray-
Calloway County Chamber of Com-
merce named new officers for the
current year at its regular meeting
here Monday afternoon. New officers
elected were:
President -- Walter L. Apperson,
president of Murray Newspapers, Inc.
,and publisher of The Murray Ledger &
Times.
vice president Paul Kiesow,
general manager of the Murray Fisher-
Price plant. ,
Secretary — Dr. Marshall Gordon,
vice president for regional services at
Murray State University.
Treasurer — Buford Hurt, state
manager for Woodman of the World life
insurance company.
The board also voted to retain James
L. Johnson as executive vice president
of the chamber and Debbie Haley as
Office manager. Johnson is beginning
his 20th year with the local chamber
office.
Leonard Vaughn, outgoing president,
was recognized for his outstanding
contributions to the chamber of com-
merce. Vaughn, the president of
Murray Fabrics, Inc., has Just. com-
pleted serving two successive terms as
president of the organization.
Five new members on the 15 member
board of directora were recognized at
Monday's meeting. They include
Gordon as well as James Garrison,
president of Ryan Milk; Holmes Ellis,
general manager of Western Dark
PRESENTS ( ERTIFICATE — Leonard Vaughn, president of Murray 
Fabrics
Inc. and outgoing president of the Murray-Calloway County Ch
amber of
Commerce, receives a certificate from Walter Apperson, publis
her of the
Murray Ledger and Times and new president of the chamber. Va
ughn had




The Murray State University Board
of Regents will meet Saturday, April 28,
in the Board Room of Wells Hall.
The board will meet in executive
session at 11 a.m. to consider individual
personnel and the acquisition of
property. Board members will then
attend a luncheon at noon in con-
junction with 'the opening of the law
library before reconvening in public
session at 1:30 p.m.
Included on the agenda it the 1719-80
budget; the appointment of the interim
chairwoman for the department of art;
the establishment of the Institute for
Rural Development and of the Mid-
America Remote Sensing Center;
Owensboro Higher Education cip-
sodium; the policy on complimentary
athletic tickets; academic promotion
and the conferral of tenure; faculty and
staff personnel-payroll items; and a ,
report from Dr. David Eldredge, dean -
of the College of Business and Public
Affairs
'today s index












Sports • 6,7, 8
cloudy
with rain
Cloudy with scattered light rain
and possibly a few ihundersternis
diminishing tonight and Wed-
nesday. Lows tonight in the low
90s. Highs Wednesday in the mid
to upper 705.
Kentucky's extended weather
outlook for Thursday through
Saturday calls for variable
cloudiness through the' period
with a chance of showers
Thursday and Friday.
Fired Tobacco Grawers Association.
Sammy Joe Parker, owner of WSJP
radio station; and Larry Hurt.
president of Murrray Supply, Inc.
Others members of the board are
Jimmy Ford of Wallis 14rugs; Max
Hurt, retired vice president of Wood-
men of the World; Grayson McClure,
president of Happy Holiday, Inc.;
Glenn Doran, chairman of the board of
Peoples Bank; E. J. Haverstock, vice
president and genera/ manager of
Tappan; and Jack Benton, manager-
owner of Twin Lakes Office Products.
Johnson advised the board that,
WBBM-TV of Chicago had spelt
Tuesday, April 16 in Murray filming a
story on Murray's auto refurbishbg
business. The story is scheduled to air
in the Chicago area on May 19 at 10 30
p.m. and has been offered to the C3S
network for national showing at a
date.
Jim Hatfield, executive vice
president of CBS News was producer
for the show. Hatfield worked with
Johnson who assisted him in arranging,
visits to several local clean-up shcps.
The board also discussed the recent
high water in the lakes area and was
advised that no lasting damage had
resulted locally. A banner tourist year
is again expected on Kentucky and
Barkley Lakes.
Johnson reported that local industrial
activity recertgy_bas been better than in
two years and that four industrial
propects are currently assessing
Murray's potential for the location of
one of their operations. •
The chamber delayed making a
decision on the Alaska Wilderness
Lands Withdrawal bill until hearings
are held on setting aside 62 millicli
acres in the continental U.S. Most of the
land that would be included in the billis
pasture land and cannot be developed
The chamber is interested in the bill
because it will affect four sections in
Eastern Kentucky in which coal mining




Four juveniles and one man were
arrested in connection with the
Saturday night break-in of the Don
Rutland residence, Route 4 Murray.
according to the Calloway Ccunty
Sheriff's Department officials.
Two of the juveniles were charged
with seconcl-degree burglary anillWO
were charged with knowing receiving
stolen property, the spokesman said.
One of the juveniles also was charged
with the break-in of the Rib Shack in
March,_the spokesman added. All are
lodged in the juvenile detention center.
Marty Storn, 20, was charged with
unlawful transaction with minors, the
spokesman said. He is being held in the
Calloway County! Jail, according to
reports.
A safe containing $000 and stweral
papers, several keys and and 680 from
Rutland's wallet were taken from the
residence, reports said.
All the, items were recovered 00
Airport Road. However, some of the




The three candidates for Fifth
District Representative and 12 of the 19
hopefuls for the Murray City 'Council
stated their views at -a "Meet the
Candidates" meeting Monday night at
the Murray Women's Clubhouse.
Freed Curd, Bill Phillips and Mary
Jane Littleton, all seeking the
representative seat vacated by the
resignation-of Kenneth C. Imes, spoke
during the first half of the program.
Imes announced earlier this year he
would not seek re-election in order to
accept appointment as commissioner of
the Bureau of Natural Resources in the
Department of Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection.
City Council incumbents Marshall
Jones, W.R. Furches, Billy Balentine,
Howard Koenen, C.C. Lowry and J.H.
Nix; former councilman Loyd Arnold
and newcomers Harry Russell, Dorothy
Sheeks, Lee Bolen, Steve Sairunons and
Helen Spann also participated on the
program. The meeting was sponsored
by the League of Women Voters and the
Murray Woman's Club.
The candidates made short
statements about themselves, their
stands on several issues before an-
swering questions from the audience.
Littleton started off by making a
campaign promise that she would be
available to the people. She added that
she would be willing to listen to the
needs of the people and she always
would state where she would be in order
to be available.
Phillips said he felt the represen-
tative's job Was a full-time job and he
would continue to work as represen-
tative while the legislature was not in
session.
Easing inflation on the elderly is a
major concern, Curd said. He added
that he also would improve secondary
roads and have less government
regulation on spectic taoks.
When asked about nuclear energy,
Phillips said that energy was important
but more protection and regulation is
needed. Littleton stated that it was not
her desire to have a reactor in Ken-
tucky but she would be open to in-
formation and people's opinions. Curd
said that he prefers coal and other
methods for energy.
On workman's compensation,
Phillips said that premiums are way
out of sight and not on a realistic basis.
He added that it has to be changed so
not to run industry, out of the state.
Litleton said that she wants what the
people want. Curd felt that com-
pensation cannot be done away with but
looked into and cut.
Concerning professional negotations
of teachers, Littleton said that it was all
right as long as the people knew the
facts of the negotations. Phillips stated
that he felt the people were not ready to
put school taxes in union hands. Curd
said that he was opposed to professional
negotiations.
On foreign ownership of land, Lit-
tleton said that she was not thrilled
about it. However, she added that she
did not know what she would do in that
situation. Phillips said that he wanted
to introduce a bill that would limit
foreign ownership to 10 acres. Curd
stated that control needs to be kept on
farm land in order to keep control of
food.
When asked about House Bill 44,
Littleton questioned the effectiveness of
the bill. Phillips said that tax money
should not always be raised from
property. Curd stated that tax money
for schools and hospitals should be
raised by some other Method.
Concerning the state board of
education, Curd said that he felt the
board members had not done a good
job. He added that they recommend
items but do not act upon them. Lit-
tleton said that local boards should
advise the state board on certain
matters. Phillips said that the state
board should be revamped and "go
back to basics."
On the Equal Rights Amendment,
Littleton said that she is for it. Phillips
stated that many court cases are doing
away with sex discrimination and that
he felt it would not be an issue in the
campaign. Curd mentioned that it was
not a simple matter and he would
probably vote against _it.
The first question asked to the council
candidates was on federal revenue
sharing. Jones said that a cut could
create a serious problem and that
property tax should be restricted.
Arnold stated that the city should not
outreach its funds. Bolen said that
revenue sharing should not be used for
wage increases. Sammons said that
money can't be spent foolishly. Lowry
stated that input from citizens for
spending is needed. Koenen said that
money should be spent only if it is worth
it.
Concerning a payroll tax, Koenen
said there was no possiblity of a payroll
tax. Lowry said that he would only vote
for it as a last resort. Jones and Bolen
each said that they were opposed to it.
Arnold said that he was opposed to it
because too many taxes hurt too many
people. He added that a city income tax
could be levied. Spann said that she
would favor a motel and hotel room tax.
All the candidates expressed thanks
for the opportunity , to speak. The
primary will be May N.
CANDIDATES SPEAK — The League of Women Voters and the
 Murray Woman's Club held a 'Meet the Can-
didates' night Monday night for the candidates for Fifth Dist
rict Representative and Murray City Council to voice
their opinions and to answer questions from the audienc





Bill Phillips, Ruth Howard, moderator, Freed Curd and Mary Jane Littleton. Staff 
ph 
Steady Rains Pressure Dikes.
As Red River Continues Flooding
By MICHAEL KUCHWARA
Associated Press Writer
Steady rains today put more pressure
on weakened dikes protecting the sister
towns of Grand Forks, N.D., and East
Grand Forks, Minn., as the Red River
continued its most costly flooding in
history.
About 700 flood fighters worked
throughout a cold, rainy night trying to
shore up the weaving pattern of dirt
dikes that turned to brown soup in the
downpour.
"The situation is worsening," said
Bob Nordlund, a hydrologist for the
National Weather Service, as the river
continued running at its strongest and
highest flood crest of this century.
Civil Defense workers were par-
ticularly worried about an eroding
secondary dike in the Riverside Park
area of Grand Forks where a 10-foot
hole burst in a primary dike Monday,
flooding several homes with water up to
8 feet deep. A break in the secondary
dike would flood a large residential
area.
"We're still battling," said Bill Owen,
a Civil Defense spokesman. "We've
sent sandbaggers and heavy equipment
Into the p.iverside Park area."
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
released., ngsw figures estimating
damages in North Dakota and Min-
nesota at'more' than $26 million.
"It's proving to be the most ex-
pensive flood in the Red River area in
history," said Jim Braatz, a spokesman
for the corps.
About 270 homes already have been
!loaded with water up to 8 feet deep in
the two towns. Food, sandbags and
supplies were being ferried by
helicopters and boats to about 2,000
residents isolated in the Point section of
East Grand Forks.
In southeast Texas, the Neches River
was expected to crest at 8 feet above
flood stage today at Beaumont. About
500 residents of the Devil Oaks area
remained homeless, With water above
the windows of their houses.
Beaumont police, saying there had
been a few reports of looting, were
patrolling the Neches and Hillabrandt
Bayou by boat.
-Floedavatehes were also in effect in
Louisiana and in Alabama, where the
rising Bayou Sara Creek drove some
300 families from their homes late
Monday.
"We're still hanging on by an
eyelash. We're very watchful, very
tired, very hopeful," said Mayor Louis
Murray of East Grand Forks. "We're
very appreciative there have been no
fatalities, no serious injuries, no mass
evacuations."
Workers have battled for eight days
trying to stop the floodwaters from
reaching this northwestern Minnesota
town of 8,400, and Grand Forks, N.D., —
population 54,000 — just across the
river.
The river was at its highest level
since 1897 and its velocity was also at a
peak, officials said.
Red Cross Swim Program
Needs Summer Volunteers
This year's American Red Cross
"Learn-To Swim" program, which is
now in the formative stages, is in need
of volunteers to work with the Red
Cross instructors
In past years, the interest in the-
program has been so great that it has
been impossible to work with all those
wisliiajt to thke lessons. Therefore, the
maximum number of students can only
be served if enough volunteers are
available.
Adults, even non-swimmers, may
assist the trained instructors.
Additional helP is also needed with the
special classes. These Students require
close supervision.
Those who wish to volunteer for any
of the two-week sessions or the entire
program may place their name on the
list by calling the local Red Cross office
at 753-1421 between the hours of 8 a.m.
and 5 p.m. Monday through Friday.
There will be 'a brief orientation
program conducted by the 1979 swim
program drector, Mrs. Joyce Belt-
sworth, before the first session begins.
Sign-up for participants:in the swim
program will begin May 1. The
scheduling of the classes will be ari-
notarial at a 'later date.
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Honor Society in Nursing will
hold its annual installation of
officers and induction of new
members at 6 p.m. at the
Seven Seas Restaurant.
Annual President's Honor
Concert by the Murray State
Wind Sinfonietta and the
Symphonic Band with William
Cohlmeyer as guest conductor
will be at 8:15 p.m. at Lovett
Auditorium._
Bible Journaling Class of
First Christian Church will
meet at the home of Corinne
McNutt, 712 Main Street, at
7:30 p.m.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of
the Woodmen of the World will
meet at the home of Linda
Fain at 7:30 p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.
Planning session for the
Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre's
-Playhouse In The Park" will
be at 7 p.m. at the Calloway
County Public Library.
. Murray High School PTO
will sponsor a special Spring
Festival program including
all departments of the school
from 7 to 9 p.m. at the high
school.
Phebian Sunday School
Class of First Baptist Church
will have a social at the home
of Naomi Rogers at 7: 30 p.m.
Wednesday, April 25
Ladies day activities at
Murray Country Club will
include tennis, golf, and
bridge at 9:30 a.m. and lun-
cheon at noon with Blanche
Titsworth as chaiirman.
The Girls in Action and
Acteens of the First Baptist
Church will have a
Recognition Service at 7 p.m.
at the church.
Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at -eorvette Lanes at
1:30p.m.
Hazel Community Center
will be open for activities by
the Hazel Senior Citizens with
Frances Brown to teach a
lesson on Consumer
Education. Craft Club will
also meet today:
Orientation meeting for
students who will be doing
their student teaching in the
fall semester will be held from
3:30 to 5:30 p.m. in the Student
Center Auditorium, Murray
State..
Faculty horn recital by John
Hancock will be held at 8:15
p.m_ in the Recital Hall, Fine
Arts Annex, Murray State.
Thursday, April 26
Calloway County YFAettes
will meet for luncheon at
DeVanti's at 12:30 p.m. for the
ladies day outing.
Welcome Wagon Club will
meet at 710 p.m. at the First
Christian Church with the
program to be by Sue Bellew
from the Wild Raspberry.
Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club
house with Ann Uddberg as
the speaker.
Calloway County High
School Athletic Boosters Club
will sponsor a basketball
banquet for both the boys and
girls basketball teams at the
high school cafeteria at 7 p.m.
Ron Greene, Murray State
basketball coach, will be the
speaker.
Young Actoia Guild of the
Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre, Inc., will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Calloway
Public Library.
Baptist Student Union
Banquet will be held at the
Fellowship Hall of the First
Baptist church at 7 p.m.



























'There is onlyone safe Place
in each otherarms
Crowe: ff
\ t entrali/r 








Annual contest for high
school mathematics students
will be at 10 a.m. in Faculty
Hall with registration at 9:30




directed by Tom Vanarsdel,
will present a concert of
contemporary music at 8:15
p.m. in the Old Recital Hall,
Fine Arts Center, Murray
State. This is free and open to
the public.
Wranglers Riding Club is
scheduled to meet at the
Calloway County Court House
at 7 p.m.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens with devotion
at 10:05 a.m.',"b1b8d pressure
check at 10:30 a.m., lunch at
noon, monthly clean-up
followed by table games at 1
p.m.
Hazel Community Center
will open at 11 a.m. for ac-




The YFAettes will meet
Thursday, April 26, at 12:30
p.m. for the ladies day out
event at , DeVanti's
Restaurant, North 12th and
Chestnut Street, Murray.
Plans for the luncheon were
made at the meeting held
Tuesday, April 10, at 7:30 p.m.
at the Murray • Vocational
School with six members
present.
The group will make favors
for the tables at the regional
banquet to be held for local
businesses. The state con-





The Zeta Departmennt of
the Murray Woman's Club will
meet Thursday', April 26, at
7:30 p.m. at the club house.
Ann. Uddberg of The
Panhandlet will present the
program, according to Betty
Lou Farris, program chair-
man, and Dewdrop Rowlett;
department chairman, who
urge all members to attend.
Miss Trina Swift Wed
To Mr. Ross At Church
The wedding of Miss Trina
Carol Swift, slaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Swift, to
Joseph Hardin Ross, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Ross.
was solemnized in a winter




The Rev. Dewayne Franklin
officiated at the double ring
ceremony read at 7 p.m.
before the altar centered with
a fifteen branch candelabrum
flanked by spiral candelabra
each holding 15 .candles and
large vases of gladioli and
blue daisies and carnations
setting on brass pedestals.
The family pews-were marked
with light blue satin bows.
A program of nuptial music
was presented by Mrs. Gina
Jackson, pianist. Tony
McClure sang Time In A
Bottle" and Can't Help
Falling In Love."
Brides.Dress
The bride, given in
marriage by her father, wore
an all white wedding gown of
silk organza and chantilly lace
designed with an empire
bodice with crystal pleated_
panel, Queen Anne neckline,
and Gibson Girl sleeves. The
circular skirt had a hemline
enhanced with chantilly lace,
and her train was chapel
length. a
Her headpiece was an open
crown Juliet cap to which was
attached the veil of silk
illusion edged. with Chantilly
lace and accented with tiny
seed pearls. Her jewelry was a
pearl necklace and diamond
and pearl earrings, the latter
belonging, to her mother. She
carried a bl)Uquet of white
roses, blue daisies, blue
carnations and baby's breath
with long blue ribbon
streamers.
Miss Donna Swift, sister of
the bride, was the maid of
honor. She wore an ice blue
chiffon floor length :dress
designed sleeveless with a
matching -cape. She had a
carnation comb in her hair
and carried a bouquet of light
Vitae daisies, carnations, and
baby's ,breath with blue rib
The bridesmaid was Miss
Connie Sue Ross, sister'of the
groom, who wore a floor
length ire blue chiffon dress
desigad -With Gibson- Girl
sleeves .with medium blue
satin ribbon. She carried a
lieWemeleant -5
.Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hardin Ross
bouquet of light blue daisies
and carnations with long blue
ribbon and baby's breath. She
also wore a flower comb in her
, hair.
' _Miss Christa Hancock,
cousin-of the bride, was the
flower girl and Wore a dress
like that of the bridesmaid.
She carried a white basket
filled with blue daisies and
carnations and white rose
petals.
The groom wore a navy
Regency tuxedo with white
shirt with navy and light blue
trim on the ruffles. His
boutonniere was a white rase
with baby's breath.
Carl Doron was the best
/Ilan for Mr. Ross. He wore a
xedo like • that of the groom
nd had a light blue carnation
utonniero.
C.roonismen_ were Michael
John Ross and Tommy Ross,
:brothers - of the groom, who
wore tuxedoes and bouton-
nieres like that of Mr. Doron. '
The ushers were Bobby and
Tan Ross, brothers-of the
groom.
- For her daughter's wedding
DANA MANSFIELD, left, Region 1 president of the Future Homemakers o
f America
and a senior at Murray High School, conducted the Region 1 Executive 
Council meeting
held at Murray High School on Monday afternoon, April 2. Also pict
ured are, left to
right, Tina Jones, Heath High, Dawn Clapp, Wingo High, and Sandra Thom
as, Carlisle
County High. Others present at the 'Meeting, not pictured, were 
Tonya Walker,
Reidland High, Diana Jetton, Symsonia High, Terry Beishlich, Fulton Cit
y, Karon Walker,
Calloway High, and Rita Satterwhite, Farmington. '
Toxophily is the love or study
of archery.
PAINTING
Residential-Commercial Interior Exterior Spray-Brush-Roll
In Shop. Spraying of Yard Furniture-Shutters-Etc.
Parking lot Striping
We Are Fully Insured
No Job Too Large or Too Small
FREE ESTIMATES
DIAL 753-00.39
CARLOS BLACK JR. &SO
PAINTING CO.
701 South 4th St. Murray, Ky.
NEW airy comfort
• ushioned ,11 h lest sir,










4 ti rillthoOre 75A- .Court Square
Mrs. Swift wore a dress of fox
blue featuring the blouson
effect with- crystal pleated
skirt. The groom's mother
chose to wear a light blue
qiana knit dress with long
sleeves and matching jacket
vest, short sleeved, with silver
brocade design.
* The mothers had corsages
of three white roses with light
blue ribbon and baby's breath.
Mr. and Mrs. Eldredge
Swift and Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
R-obinson, grandparents of the
bride, were presented
bootonnieres and corsages.
The register table was
covered with a lace cloth and
centered with a white bud
vase hotclinta white rose and
baby's breath. Miss Rose
Ross, sister of the groom,
presided at the register.
- Reception
Following the ceremOny the
reception was 'held in the
basement of the church
The reception table was
*covered with a floor length
lace cloth and centered with a
floral arrangement of blue
carnations, daisies, and
baby's lireath.
The three tiered wedding
cake, was decorated with one
row of light blue roping and
light blue wedding bells on the
top, small whit e doves on the
seccond tier, and white bells
on the third tier. Punch, nuts,
,and mints were served along
with the cake.
 -Serving the guests were
Miss' Tammy Feltner, Miss
I,uana Colson, and Miss Susie
Imes.
The couple left later for a
wedding trip to Gatlinburg,
Tenn„ and the Great Smoky 
Mountains National Park.
They are now residing at
Murray.
Out of town guests included




. The groom's parents en-
tertained with a rehearsal
dinner at the North Brattiati-of




By Abigail Van Buren
Unthinking Cruelty
Is Cruelest of All
DEAR ABBY: Thank you for applau
ding the teacher who
refuses to allow her students to pass o
ut party invitations
urtless the entire class is invited. (You-
wisely said, "The pain
of having been left out will remain w
ith those few uninvited
children long after the fun has been 
forgotten by those who
attended.") How true!
That letter revived some painful memor
ies for me. I once
had a gym teacher who made a practic
e of appointing two
'captains" - her pets, who in turn would 
choose up teams. Of
course, the most popular kids and the 
best athletes were
always chosen first. Being neither p
opular nor a good
athlete, I was always the last to be 
chosen. I was so
humiliated I wanted to die. No wonder I 
grew up with an in
feriority complex, convinced that I was 
unwanted, hopeless
ly inept and a born loser.
Please print this. Abby, in case some 
gym teachers are
still using this cruel System
PAINFUL MEMORIES
DEAR PAINFUL: Consider it done. Your letter jarred
some painful memories of my own school days. Gym
teachers, are you listening?
DEAR ABBY: Re HAIRLESS IN HILO, who bemoan the
lack of hair on his chest, arms and legs.
My husband also was hairless in those areas - and that's
what attracted me to him in the first place. Men who
deliberately expose their hairy chests by unbuttoning their
shirts down to their navels turn me off.
Also, consider the statue of Michelangelo's David_the
epitome of male magnificence. He didn't have a hair on h.s
beautiful body!
OFF MY CHEST IN WICHITA
DEAR OFF: Maybe so. But in some cultures hairy males
are thought to be extremely masculine and virile. And
here's a hair-raising fact: At one time in Spain, moustached
women were considered rare beauties!
DEAR ABBY: I have a lovely 17-yearold daughter who
has been dating two boys - both 18 and from fine homes
These boys have slapped my daughter around when she
does something they don't_like, (Payineattention to other
boys, for example.)
Is this considered normal adolescent behavior, or are
. these two boys potential wife abusers?
My daughter likes both boys very much. I say she is
foolish to continue to put up with this kind of treatment.
Do. you think-these boys need help?
TULSA MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: Slapping girls around is definitely not
normal adolescent behavior. But hanging around to be
repeatedly slapped around is not normal either. Not only do
the boys-need help -- so doe• y.our daughter.
CONFIDENTIAL TO CURIOUS IN CHARLESTON,
W.VA.: A kleptomaniac is a person who helps himself
because he ein t help himself.
Wedding bells in your future? Whether your lifestyle is
bridal grows or blue jeans. Abby lays it all out for you in b*r
bookletHeill tit lb!, Ihvely Wedding." Send II &WI_
long, stumped 128 cents) sell-addressed envelope to Abby:
132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.




118 So 12th - 7534)035
,Ile_are pleased PI yj
flounce that Jill
trsidale. bride.elect_ut
....watt Warta,. has seleik
ted her pottery. stainless
and crystal Irian .011r
complete bridal registry.




' 903 Sycamore .Si.
Ifurrizy. Kentucky 12071
plen,seti to announce the following, hour change.s for:
certience of Isis patients.
• Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday & Friday
8:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
1
 
Thursdays8:00 a.m. to 12 noon
Saturday By Appointment Only
If sr/I, at;..eitted - We make hdase calls
iir appiantment rail 7.3.1-4909







































































































Mrs. Angela K. Perry, Rt. 1
Mayfield, Mrs. Matilda Smith,
511 N. 5th Mayfield, Mrs.
Teresa Wheeler, 838 Elmer,
Griffith, Ind., Danny M.
Holsclaw, 109 Laurievalle,
Louisville, Mrs. Ella Stevens,
Rt. 1 Bx. 31 Sedalia, William
Wheeler, Bx. 31A New Con-
cord, Mrs. Odell Garland, Rt.
2 Bx. 198 Murray, Mrs. Ruth
Vneable, 605 Ellis, Murray,
Fred L. Bailey, 813 N. 19th






Kibbler, Baby Boy (Judy),
Rt. 2, Paris, Tenn., Crass,
Baby Boy (Carolyn), Kirksey,
Knott, Baby Girl (Cynthia), 28
Henderson Dr., Paris, Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Carolyn G. Stub-
blefield and Twin Girls, Rt. 2
Bx. 48, Hazel, Mrs. Mary L.
McLean and Baby Girl, 1009
Sharpe, Murray, Mrs. Mary
K. Henson and Baby Boy, Rt.
6, Bx. 58C2, Murray, Mrs.
Kathy A. Sherrod and Baby
Girl, Rt. 2 Bx. 169, Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Margaret R.
Foust, 105 Jean St., Paris,
Tenn.,Mrs. Patty M. Winfield,
Rt. 6 Bx. 184A, Murray, Lewis
Warner, P.O. Bx. 31, Hardin,
Paul Mansfield, Rt. 7 Bx. 252,
Murray, Mrs. Barbara Peck,
246 Seminole, Paducah, Clyde
Beggs, Shady Oaks, Murray,
Steven Enoch, Rt. 1, Hazel,
Mrs. Marilyn S. Liddle, Rt. 2
Bx. 146, Hazel, Mrs. Carleen
Brannon, Rt. 2, Puryear,
Tenn., Mrs. Orba A. Warner,
Bx. 31, Hardin, William L
Futrell, 503 Vine, Murray,
Mrs. Maud E. Riley, 817 Sha
Wa Circle, Murray, Mrs.
Georgia A. Harris, P.O. Bx.
21, Lynnville, Mrs. Eunice E.





Mrs. Rhonda C. Rudd and
Baby Girt, Rt. 8, Benton, Mrs.
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
Mat. 21 to Apr. 191r)
Your need to get away from
it all could lead to some
oversights regarding the cost




( Apr. 20 to May 20)
A romantic meeting may in
some way not meet your
expectations. It behooves you
to be careful in financial
dealings. Be on guard.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20)
If you ignore the facts that
are staring you in the face,
you will be fooled. Keep your
feet on the ground in romantic
situations.
We are pleaied to spec
nuance that Cindy .4i) .2.,y)
bough. bride-elect of
Barry (...asn. has selected
her potter.t. flattcart; aryl
crystal from our Ilt
plete bridal registry
(:indv and Barn ii ill
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Miss Kathy Joyce Rayburn
The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Kathy
Joyce Rayburn of Lexington, daughter of Mrs. W. H.
Rayburn of Murray and the late Mr. Rayburn, to William R.
Kopperud of Murray, son of Dr. and Mrs. A. H. Kopperud of
Murray, has been announced by the bride-elect's mother.
Miss Rayburn is the granddaughter of Mrs. Allen Rayburn
and the late Mr. Rayburn of Sturgis, and of the late Mr. and
Mrs. J. J. Teague of Providence.
The bride-elect received her Bachelor of Science degree in
biology and is studying for her Master of Science degree at
Murray State University. She is employed as a teacher in the
Fayette County School System.
,.Grandparent.s of the groom-elect are the late Dr. and Mrs.
Alfred Kopperud of Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada, and
the late Mr. and Mrs. Willard). Rudolph of Paducah.
Mr. Kopperud received his Bachelor of Science degree in
psychology from Murray Sta:e University and his Master of
Arts degree in industrial psychology from the University of
Tulsa, Tulsa, Olda. He is broker and owner of Kopperud
Realty, Murray.
The wedding will be soleimized on Saturday, June 30, at 4
p.m. in the sanctuary of theFirst United Methodist Church
with the Rev. Dr. Walter bli.940r,e, Jr.. conducting the double
ring ceremony. -
A reception willfollow in the upstairs portion of the Murray
Woman's Club House.
Only out of town- invitations:mill be sent, and alrelatives




Pairings for play by Group.
C of the Ladies Day Tennis
Association of the Murray ,
Is Country Club on Thursday.
April 26, at 9:30 a.m. at the
club have been released as
follows:
Betty Buckingham, Mug
Rigsby, Sheila Grogan, and
Carol Hibbard.
Sandy Brannon, Nancy
Fandrich, Pam Scott,' and
Marilyn Adkins.
Janie Ryan, Frances Hulse,
Sandy Coleman, and Beverly
Spann.
Vicki Miller and Ann Haney.
HEALTH 
Vitamins to supplement diet
Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I
enjoy your column very
much and all the valuable
information that you give us.
It does annoy me, however,
when you put down vitamin
supplements. While it's true
that they're unnecessary if
one eats a well-balanced
diet, how many people do,
and on a daily basis? Most of
the people : know either do
not like, cannot afford or
have no time to prepare
fresh fruits and vegetables,
whole grain bread and
cereals, etc., every day. Vi-
tamin supplements are
practical and inexpensive
when people will not or can-
not eat properly every day.
DEAR READER - It
seems to me like you've
--wasted a lot of time being
annoyed. I don't disagree
with the use of vitamins for
people who need them and
that certainly includes peo-
ple who do not eat a bal-
anced diet. And I have no
objection to older people in
particular taking one simple
all-purpose vitamin tablet
on a daily basis.
.What I do object to are the 
false claims about curing a
variety of diseases with vita-
mins, extending , from pre-
venting all forms of human
colds, curing arthritis and
eliminating cancer. All of
Lorene Wilson Is
Leader For Program
Lorene Wilson directed the
program on "Meaning of The
Cross" at the meeting of the
Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women held on
Tuesday, April 10, at 7 p.m. at
the church.
Assisting Mrs. Wilson were
Helen Smith, Patsy Locke,
Diane Tipton, Linda Wilson,
and Jane Lamb who read five
views of Jesus on the Cross.
Mrs. Wilson read the
scripture from John 19:1-18
with prayer led by Mrs. Lamb.
Linda Wilson won the prize in
the quiz conducted on the
Crucifixion oof Christ. ,
The president, Jane Lamb,
presided. Plans were made for
, a plant sale in May. The
closing prayer was led by
-Lucille Potts:
The next meeting will be
held Monday, May 7, at
at the church.
KYLE BOY
Mr. and Mrs. William A.
Kyle, South Ninth Street,
Murray, announce the birth of
a baby boy, Andrew Fletcher,
weighing seven pounds 81i
ounces, born on Friday. April
13, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have one daughter,
Sarah Margaret, 3. The father
is a tab technician at the Blood
Bank of the local hospital.
Grandparents are the Rev.




NEW YORK (AP) -
Fourteen drawings by
American artist Sarah
Swenson are on view at the
Jewish Museum through June
11.  •
Pam R. Underwood and Baby
Boy, Rt. 1, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Susan M. Stoltz and Baby Girl,
Rt. 1 Bs. 656A, Hardin, Mrs.
Margaret L Lowe, Rt. 1,
Hazel, Mrs. Juanita Thorn,
P.O. Bx. 33, New Con-
cord, Mrs. Lottie M. Duncan,
Rt. 1, Dexter, Mary G.
Wilford, Rt. 1 Bx. 330, Cadiz,
Melissa E. Hutson, 527 E.
Washington, Paris, Tenn.,
Debra G. Smith, Rt. 2,
Hickory, Melissa A. Andrews,
Rt. 6 Bx. 180, Paris, Tenn.,
William P. Mullins, 1604
Sunset, Murray, Mrs. Sonja J.
Speight, 1803 College Farm
Rd., Murray, Mrs. Christine
D. Powell, Rt. 1, Mansfield,
Tenn., Tammy Usher, Rt. 2,
Bx. 154, Murray, Stephen S.
Green, Rt. 1, Bx. 98,
Buchanan, Tenn., Mrs.
Patricia McIntire, Rt. 8 Bs.
29, Murray, Mrs. Pearl F.
Pendergrass, Rt. 1 Bx. 220,
Murray, Robert Lax, Bx. 25
New Concord, Mrs. - Edna
Wozgard, CR Bx. 188 New
Concord, Mrs. Bobbie
Ferguson, P.O. Bx. 211,
Murray, Mrs. Hattie Watson,
842 Hurt Dr., Murray, Lilbern
Crowell, 303 S. 11th, Murray,
Marvin 0. Page, 501 S. 9th,
Murray, David H. Jacobson,
P.O. Bx. 407, Hazel, Howard
Thorn, Dexter, Guy E. Wynn,
Bx. 484, -Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Mary Ball, Bs. 131, Hamlin,
Mrs. Vallie Dick (expired),
P.O. Bx. 95, Lynnville, Mr.
John C. Ramsey (expired),
RI. 1, Dexter.
BURNING RANDS -
To keep your hands from
burning when barbecuing, this
suggestion from Carl L.
Lewis, Corfu, N.Y., in the
April 24 Family Circle, may
help. He points out that
welder's gloves offer more
protection and control than
cloth gloves.
Your Individual  
Horoscope -vt
Frances Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY, APRIL 25,1979
CANCER
7Pe 
(June 21 to July 22)
You're easily led astray
now. Going along with the




(July 23 to Aug. 22)4
Expanded aspirations may
not be in line with current.
income. Don't play the part of
the big spender. Braggadocio
turns others off.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
You seem uncertain
whether to stay at home or go
away for a trip. Make sure
your house is in order before
finalizing plans.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. M)
Judgment about financial
matters could be cloudy.
Others are elusive if
questioned. Postpone business
deals till facts are clear.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Under the encouragement of
a partner, or close ally, you
could be led astray finan-
cially. Sometimes, one has to
say "no."
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) )°Ir
You're inclined to overlook
physical ailments now.
Forego nursing your own
ailments, and see a doctor if
necessary.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V
Your search for a good time
could leave you with nothing
to show for your efforts -
except a headache. Be more
discreet.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
The influence of friends
could be confusing. Make 'sure
you know what you're getting
into before making any
commitments.
PISCES ---- -
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
A career venture may not be
what it appears. Be careful of
procrastination and saying
more than you mean. Protect
health from excesses.
YOU BORN TODAY are
equally at home in both the
arts and sciences. Law,
teaching, engineering, and
politics are fields in which you
can put your fine mentality to
good use. Creative, you can
write, sing, paint, arid act.
Your best success comes with
the cultivation of your
idealism and inventive ability.
Religious by nature, you'd
make a good spokesman for
the causes you espouse.
However, don't get carried
away with over-zealousness.
Use your intellect to balance
your emotions and idealism.
Birthdate of: Guglielmo
Marconi, inventor; .Ella
Fitzgerald, singer; and Ed-
ward R. Murrow, TV news
reporter.
e are ',leased to an-
nounce that Gent;
(leaver. bride-elect of
Mark W arm has !pier -
rM her /no. stanless
and cryst /non our
coMplete bridal 'region.






Hwy. 121 S. Mayfield, Ky.
Dealers from 4 states
Open 7 Days A Week
and By Appointment
HOURS: -
Each day 10:00-6:00 (Except Friday
' and Sunday)
Fr4day til 8:00
Sunday noon til 6:00
The mall has antiques, collectables and plants
(household and garden)
Phone 502-247-R557 or 502-345-2366
SPACES AVAILABLE
this is just phoneyiebaloney.
It's important for the public
to realize what vitamins
won't do, as well as under-
standing how important they
are in their diet.
So, basically, we don't
have any real disagreement.
However, I would disagree
with you that it's difficult to
prepare fresh fruit. It
,doesn't take me much time
- to prepare a fresh apple or to
peel an orange or a banana.
And it doesn't take much
time for me to pour out a
bowl of Shredded Wheat and
add some nutritious fortified
skim milk to it. Also there is
a wide variety of good whole
wheat bread and cereal
breads available in almost
any supermarket today.
I don't believe time and
iriconvenience are an ade-
quate excuse for not eating-a
balanced diet. Motivation is
another factor and I know
that happens with people
who live alone at all ages.
Incidentally, I also do not
think that a standard all-
purpose vitamin tablet is
going to hurt anyone as long
as he doesn't use it as an
excuse not to see a doctor for
a major medical problem
that he has that seriously
needs medical attention. So,
maybe you'll be less an-
noyed unless you don't hap-
pen to like apples, pears,
bananas and oranges.
As a peace offering, I am
sending you The Health Let-
ter number 4-6, Balanced
Diet, Recommended Daily
Dietary Allowances. Others
who want this issue can send
50 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed en-
velope for it. Send you re-
quest to me in care of this
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551,
Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I am
63 years old and have a
spastic colon. Since I've
been taking wheat bran be-
fore breakfast and eating
roughage, I don't have any
problem with constipation. I
would like to know what
causes that full feeling and if
there is a remedy. I eat
nothing fried, spicy or
greasy and eat no pie or
cake, in fact, practically no
sweets.
DEAR READER - That
full feeling may be because
you are full. The bran you
consume swells with mois-
ture and provides morti'bulk
than you've probably had
before. The other possibility
is that when you first start
using quite a bit of bran, you
may have more gas. This
usually will remedy itself in
the course of time after
you've adjusted to the im-







































9-6 Mon., Tues., & Sat.
9-8 Wed., Thurs. & Frt.
1-5 Sunday
SALE PRICES GOOD THRU SATURDAY, APRIL 28th
EVERY DOLLAR SAVED IS A DOLLAR EARNED
INTERLOCK NIT PRINTS e  REG. 2.99-3.99
TERRY CLOTH REG. 2.99
-4.99
POLYESTER DOUBLE KNITS REG. 2.99-3.99
REG. 1.99-3.99SINGLE KNITS 









PRINTED SHEER KNITS 
CALCUTTA  ..
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Although the tax revolt fanning
out across the nation from Cali-
fornia's Proposition 13 continues
ta roll, there is a curious lack of
rebellion against the federal in-
come tax, the deepest cut of all.
Americans are still the m"Ost
conscientious of peoples in con):
plying voluntarily with their tax
laws. One big reason the Internal
Revenue Service was able to
predict the timely filing of a
record 90 million returns this
year is simply fear. Besides
,wishing to avoid the penalty for
late filing, the. average citizen
fears a late return may somehow
call IRS attention to him and
invite an audit. More important
is that dishonesty about declar-
ing income is a federal case
involving a prison term. The pen-
alty for tax evasion is sometimes
worse than that for murder.
But, there is another basic
reason Americans are more hon-
est About their taxes than inost
other nationals. Integrity is part
of our Judaic-Christian heritage.
More specifically, the Puritan
ethic still abides.
It is difficult now to com-
prehend that there' would be no
income tax and no meddling,
intimidating IRS except for the
16th Amendment to the Constitu-
tion, knowingly approved in 1913
by more than three-fourths of the
states. Washington paved the
way for this revenue windfall by
assuring the nation that the pur-
pose was to make the rich pay
more of their way. It was all
very simple in those early days:
aone percent tax op net income -
over $20:000, rising to six percent -•
on the net over $500,000.
Now, although higher incomes
Capitol Ideas
are taxed at A percent, the
nation's patch-work tax laws
have become so complex that
some of the wealthiest Ameri-
cans are about the only persons
who don't pay federal income
taxes, because of loopholes and
shelters.
When Jimmy Carter was cam-
paigning for the presidency he
made points 'with the voters by
denouncing the federal tax sys-
tem as "a disgrace to the human
race." We haven't heard much
about tax reform of late from
President Carter. It's time we
did, beginning with the indexing




It is commonly thought that a major
weakness of Eastern religion is its
tendency to reject the world, a course of
action most of us consider both selfish
and escapist.
That the "world-renouncing" wire
of/'Eastern thought is often over-
simplified is clear from these words,
spoken by the god Krishna in the great
Hindu classic, ttieSong of the Lord or
Bhagavad-Gita ( translated by R. C.
Zaehner. Oxford, 1969:
Works of sacrifice, the gift of alms,
and works of penance are not to be
surrendered: these must most
certainly be done... But even these
works should be done in a spirit of
self surrender. for all attachment
to what you do and all the fruits of
what you do must be surrendered.
It is not the action, but the spirit
behind it, that determines one's
destiny. 'When vee appreciate our
limitations, our actions can become
more appropriate and freer, but no less_
important. This. is one of -the central
messages of this great religious work.
By DONALD M. ROMBERG
Associated Pre“WrIter—
WASHINGTON ( AP) - The
government is spending too much or it
is spending too little. The trains are not
running, and farmers, veterans, old
people and anchovy fishermen need
help. It is time to build a dam on the
Snake River and stop conversion to the
metric system.
That is just a sample of what
America is thinking.
It does not come from some public
opinion pollster with clipboard and
questionaire but from postmen
bringing the Congress petitions from
state legislatures.
People are paying a lot of attention to
the ones calling on the Congress to
convene a contitutional convention to
consider an amendment requiring a'
balanced federal budget.
But there are more petitions. Lots
more.
All duly enacted and officially sealed,
the petitions begin with a string of
"Whereases" that lay out the problem
in elaborate legalese and end with a
Now, therefore, be it resolved," that
gets to the point of asking for
something.
A petition from the- North Dakota
Legislature noted that the Metric
Conversion Act of 1975 has the United
States on the road to twitching from
inches to centimeters, from miles to
kilometers. After going through several
“Whereases" the petition boiled down
to the proposition that people in North
Dakota do not like the idea.
So the Legislature urged the
Congress to reject any propoitals to
make the conversion mandatory.
A flurry of petitions were prompted
by plans to cut back Amtrak service.
The legislatures in Massachusetts,
Arizona and North Dakota were among
those weighing in with pleas to the
Congress to do something to keep the
passenger trains running.
The Michigan Legislature asked the
Congress to restore $93,483 cut out of
the federal share of 'its program
providing meals to the elderly.
Legislatures from Hawaii to Virginia
want help for farmers.
Anchovy fishermes in California say
that proper conservation of the anchovy
population requires an agreement
between the.United States and Mexico
that would establish limits on the
catches of fishermen* from both nations.
The California Legislature agreed
and sent a petition to the C,orgress
asking that the State Department be
told to get moving' and negotiate an
agreement with Mexico.
And, Idaho says the time is right for
the Congress to take another look at a
law that blocked construction of the
High Mountain Sheep Dam on the
Snake River.
'AS A kLrfcriliR ANT
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One Of The Greatest Trick Shot
Artists Was A Galloway Countian
•
A lot of interesting people have been
Calloway Countians. Every now and
then you run across the tracks of one of
them.
Joseph O. Holland is one. Mr. Holland
was an uncle of Bradburn Hale and a
double cousin of Bradburn's mother,
Mrs. Florence Holland Hale, who only
last October observed her 100th bir-
thday at the Westview Nursing Home.
Born in a "double log house" on the
east side of Calloway County in 1868,
Mr. Holland spent 45 years of his life in
Arnarilla, Tex., where he became a
prominent merchant, operating a
Letter To The Editor
Preservation
Dear Sir:
I find it a farce for the Realtors of
Murray to be celebrating the preser-
vation of property during Private
Property Week April 15-21, 1779 when
one of Murray's finest homes, the
Swann residence, on Main Street is in
the midst of being demolished and its
fixtures sold at auction.
Was any effort made by the Murray-
Calloway County Board of Realtors to
preserve this mansion or, at least, to
advertise it in Preset-vat:lea News or
similar journals to attract a purchaser
to buy it intact?
Sincerely,









Accepting the modern illness of alcoholism as a disease, the
early people of Calloway was representative of the general run of
the Caucasian race. Further, narcotics became innocently addicted
by early practitioners with less than specialized training by pre-
scribing the weakened with chewing gum saturated with morphine
or some Qther narcotic derivative. Even common cold commercial
remedies were heavily spiked With chloroform or codeine to promote
remedies in "fion-:preScriptive- store counter sales. However, this
remedy has survived on a prescriptive order. Many of the drugs
today held under strict legal supervision could be purchased across
the counter yesterday. The tragedy of ill use of narcotics resulted
ia perpetual illness once the victim had been innocently initiated.
Oftimes when morphine was given to little children, they were
doomed to the misfortune of a captive drug user. In no way should
it be interpreted that the pioneers suffered from the misuse of
narcotics comparably to that of today, however it was a more preva-
lent than is generally suspected.
The country doctor was truly an angel of mercy, admitting his
lack of scientific knowledge common to the profession today. At
the same time, he was a comforting agent adhering to the creed
with utmost fidelity, regardless of the willingness or capacity Of
compensation from the family, a far cry from the pressures of
modern administration. No night too stormy, no road impassable
to travel behintl a pair of bays, did he fail to call on the afflicted.
After all that's said and done, no other men were held in higher
esteem than the country doctors of Calloway County. He was truly
a Man of Mercy!
Illnesses started the early people moving the latter part of
the past century and continuing unabated until about 1912, a vast
migration to the Southwest. The prime causation was that of con-
sumption which prompted so many families 'to depart in quest of
dry and high altitudes where patients reported back to homefolks
miraculous recoveries. Most departed by railroad who had the
neoessats cosi; 4n purchase fares. On the -.1;th.w
family left Calloway County in a- wagon, pair of mules, a good milk
cow and a praYer, headed for Texas, New Mexico and Arizona
The !alit wagon train Upon which information has been obtained
was'fhe one that left the Jimmy Grogan place southeast of Murray.
Many successfully reached their destinations and some sufficiently
recovered to become successful and healthy citizens in their, adopted
lands.
To Bo Coritinued
then's clothing store, and won
recognition as one of the nation's truly
great marksmen and sportsmen.
He died Dec. 21, 1952, of a heart at-
tack at the wheel of his car en route
'home from a skeet shooting match in
which he had broken 49 of the 50 targets
hurled into the air. He was 84 years of
age.
++++++
People went Co Amarilla from as far
as Kansas City to buy clothes from him.
He is said to have sold more "high
priced" clothes than anyone in the
country, carrying such exclusive men's
suits as Lewis & Ross, Society, and
Oxford, at the time considered the best.
Their price tags ranged aaihigh as $600.
Bradburn recalls seeing a rack of
shirts in his place priced at $2.95, and a
few feet away gold and silver sequined
rodeo shirts priced at $700 each.
Amarilla was - and still is - in the oil
__enuntry and the Texas Panhandle
fellowi-lllted to go first class, and did.
Mr. Holland, who went to Amarilla in
1907, started with a clothing store in
Water ValleY, and it was interesting to
note in a recent Paducah Sun article
how he had knocked off $2 of a $10 suit
for a young fellow planning on getting
married. The article told of the 74th
wedding anniversary of Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Lawrence.
He became quite successful in
business in Amarilla and in the 1930s
built a $125,000 home - a time when you
could put up a two-story, four-bedroom
place for about $8,500.
It was his amazing skill as a
marksman and as a trick shot artist,
however, that made him so widely-
known across the Southwest. When he
died, the Amarilla Daily News used one








And the disciples did as Jesus had
appointed them; and they made
read,' the passover. Matthew 26:19.
A faithful disciple of Christ is an
obedient follower.
++++++
Although a crack shot with a rifle
with which he knocked down rabbits
and squirrels as a boy, Mr. Holland
became interested in trick shooting
when "a Captain Stubbs came along
with two or three Indians and a sort of
wild west show and did some exhibition
shooting."
He tells about it in his 123-page,
single-spaced, typewritten story of his
life, "One Life," a copy of which
Bradburn has and treasures.
"Among the stunts," he wr.ote, "was
shooting little bottles off the Indians'
heads and using a mirror to sight with.
He also had a Spencer repeating
shotgun - the first repeating shotgun
on the market - and he would have five
eggs tossed into the air and break them
all before they hit th9. ground.
"It was wonderful shooting to me, of
course, and I had to try some of those
stunts myself. I tried the mirror stunt
first and by practleing got so I could
take a mirror, turn my back, shooting
from either shoulder and the top of my
head, hit a target the size of a 25-cent
piece almost every time from 10 steps
distance.
"I never tried anything off anybody's
head, but have shot the ashes off a
cigarette in a friend's mouth - but not
using a mirror."
He did, one day,' shoot the collar
button off his father's open collar while
his father, was asleep on some feed
sacks in the back of his store. The late
Will Kirkland saw that happen and told
about it many tithes.
++++++
After that, Mr. Holland became such
a keen shot that he could hit squarely
anything from an empty .22-caliber
cartridge on up tossed into the air. One
day, while a boy, he found a hen's nest
full of eggs. It had been abandoned and
the eggs were rotten. In "One Life," he
tells what happened next.
"I was tossing them up and breaking
them with my rifle when a boy about
my age came along and stopped to
watch. I handed him one of the eggs and
told him to toss it up and that I'd break
it in the air," he wrote.
"He didn't much believe I could do it
so he tossed it straight up over his head
and looked up, open-mouthed to see if I
could hit it. The result was disastrous.
The gooey mess came right down on
him." Then with a touch of humor, he
added: "He had no smile you could see
a mile, but he had a smell that did as
well."
++++++
I wish space permitted the printing of
his ",One Life." One of his greatest
regrets, he often said, was his
reticence. "I never could stand on my
feet and say what comes into my head
like most men," he was said to have
confided often in his friends.
But the natural shyness that ap-
parently constrained his tongue did not
restrain his pen. For in "One Life," he
set down his memoirs - just as we all
should take the time to do - and it is
filled with tender memories of his
immediate family and beautifully
written, detailed recollections of his
boyhood.
I wish,' could have known him.
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Looking Back 
10 ears Ago
Ralph A. Tesseneer, Murray
University School, Timothy Wayne
Morgan, Calloway County High School,
and Ernest Wayne Williams, Murray
High School, have been selected to
receive the Murray State University
Alumni Association sclaelarships of $500
each for the 1969-70 school year.
Michael H. Alexander, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Hugh D. Alexander, was promoted
to a higher rank while serving with the
Third. Infantry Divisiorl in Germany.
Deaths reported include Fred
Shackelford, 44, Herman Hanley, 50,
Will V. Jones, 80, and Mrs. Nelle
Henson, 78.
Students at Murray High School
receiving top ratings in the Kentucky
Speech Meet at Lexington were Wende
Flood, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Flood, prose, and Darlene
Stuart, daughter of Mr. and Mrs J. W.
Stuarl, dramatic interpretation.
Receiving excellent and good ratings
were Laurie Alexander, Jayda Stuart,
and Mary Matarazzo.
Jane Shoemaker, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Douglas Shoemaker, received
a first place rating for her piano solo in
the regional piano festival held at
Murray State University. She is a
senior at Calloway County High School
and a private piano student of Mrs.
Neale Mason.
20 1 ears Ago
The Calloway County Health
Department has released its report of
activities and statistics for the first
three months of 1959. The records show
that 70 births and 45 deaths were
recorded in Calloway County during
these three months.
A store, owned by Gerald RicherSon,
and a barber shop next to the store,
both located in Lynn Grove, were
-destroyed by fire early this morning.
Fred L Wilson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Greene 0. Wilson, has received a grant
for graduate study in physics at the
University of Kansas. The assistantship
is in the amount of 31700.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. James H. Burkeen, a girl to
Mrrand Mrs. Ray Latimer, and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Tommye Taylor.
Mrs. George Hart, Murray, high
school chairman for the Kentucky
Parent-Teacher Association, will at,
tend the state PTA annual convention,
Evansville, Ind., April 28 to 30.
30 Years. Ago
The Calloway County Conservation
Club is working to alleviate the shor-
tage of food for quail in the county. The
club has purchased a Small amount of
the very scarce seed, BiColor lespedsza
and Multi-Flora rose, and.Planted it on •
a lot owned by J. R. Oury.
A. B. Austin was elected as president
of the Kentucky School Board
Association at the meeting held in
Louisville. John M. Dawson, Benton,
was elected as third vice-president.
Mr. and Mrs. William James an-
nounce the engagement and ap-
proaching marriage of their daughter,
Wanda, to Rob Erwin, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Hub trwin of Hazel.
Mrs. J. W. Crisp of Alm° Route I was
honored at a dinner on her 91st birthday
oa. April 17 at her home.
Daylight saving time started today,
the last Sunday in April, across the
nation.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
"Desert Vigilante" starring Charles
Starrett and Smiley' Bumette.
Today In History
Today in History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, April 24, the 114th
day of 1779. There are 251 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1877, Northern post-
Civil War rule in the South ended as
federal troops were ordered removed
from New Orleans.
On this date:
In 1704, the first American newspaper
printed on a regular basis, the Boston
News Letter, was published for the first
time:
In 1800, Congress appropriated $5,000
to create the Library of Congress.
In 1898, Spain declared war on the
United States after receiving an
American ultimatum to withdraw from
In 1916, the Easter Rebellion in
Ireland broke out in Dublin.
In 1967, a Soviet cosmonaut, Vladimir
Komarov, was killed when parachute
straps of his spacecraft became tangled
during a landing attempt, and he
plunged four miles to earth.
In 1970, China became the fifth nation
to put a satellite into orbit.
Ten years ago: Premier Rashid '
Kararni of Lebanon resigned during a
dispute over methods of dealing with
Palestinian guerrillas. _
Five years ago: The Infernal
Revenue Service agreed to provide the
Senate Watergate Committee with tax
returns from • the personal files of
President Richard Nixon's brother,
Donald Nixon, and the president's
fekainr1 ,g?tar.„Ipa R_21494.41,..
One year ago: The U.S. Supreme
Court denied an appeal for review of the
bank robbery conviction of Patricia
Hearst.
Today's birthdays: Barbra Streisand
is 37 years old. Shirley Mayl Anne is 45.
Thought for today A feeble body
weakens the mind - Jean Jacques
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Red Cross volunteer Art Lynch assists in getting patients to
hospital x-ray.
Mrs. Juanita Spiceland, hospital hostess; Rev. John Tim-
























Volunteers - the lifeline
of over 3000 local
-Chapters as well as the
American National
Red Cross. 
Volunteer, Betty Dixon works in
dietary and an menus.
`4 •
Mrs. Corrine McNutt is one of volunteers at hospitals entrilife
desk.
•
Heloise Roberts volunteers to help Mrs. Fannie Owens, a
hospital long-term care patient.
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Two hecklers had badgered him all afternoon.
- So, after belting a grand-slam home run to help
2defearA0Stiti eirjr lrt Clarksvittetwo weeksagc.„—
'' he crossed the plate, looked for the voices and
',Motioned toward where they had been sitting.
"They had already left," a disappointed Doran
Perdue said later. It's his play that brings out the
•'worst of opposing fans.
"I guess I just come across as being a hot dog to
„some people," says Perdue, Murray State's junior
, ,sepend baseman. "But that's the way I play. I love
,,the game."
His teammates love him, too — mostly for what
. he can do to a baseball at the plate and with it in
the infield. At 5-foot-9 and 165 pounds, he isn't
exactly an imposing figure at bat — until he
, connects on a pitch. That's something he does
quite often.
Perdue leads the 'Breds in hitting .369,1 at bats
. (103 ), runs scored (35), hits 38), and stolen bases
( 161.
Not to mention most times to fool the opposing
team with his power.
Against Austin Peay, just before he hit his home
run, the Governor coach moved his outfielders in.
,-.Someone from the Murray State dugout said "he'll
...make them sorry he did that." He did. Boom!
Four runs.
But that's not Perdue's usual style, nor does he
wish it was. "Baserunning — I guess that's my
favorite part of baseball," he says. He's stolen 16
.:of 19 bases, not so much because of his speed, but
:'because of the jump he is able to get on the pitcher.
"It's a real challenge to read the guy on the
mound."
Perdue is one of .the seven Evansville, Ind.,
members of the 'Bred team. "We get into com-
petition cr there," says Perdue,-.who. craved
from Henderson to Evansville at the age of eight.
competitive even to make a team."
"Areas for good players sort of run in streaks,"
said Murray State baseball Coach Johnny Reagan.
"Now there seems to be a lot of good players in
Evansville. In 10 years-or so, that might change."
-After a one-year stay at Vincennes Junior
'College, Perdue came to Murray. "I think Coach
Reagan was interested in me, but my Vincennes
coach (Jeff Huxley) had already talked to me, so I
went a year there."
Last season, his first at Murray, he hit .312 and,
since second base was anchored by now-graduated
Al Luigs, spent most of his defensive time in
rightfield.
But his real love is the infield, and he hopes to
stay there. "I like it there, because a good catch or
a double play sort of pumps me up when I come to
the plate," He said.
Perdue admits professional baseball is his goal,
though not many give him much chance in at-
taining it, he says. "A guy from my high school
team — Tony Moretto'2-- was drafted by the pros.
'NO one ever thinks of me as a pro ban player, but I
think I can do it,' he says.
• When it rains, it pours, especially during Ohio
VAlley Conference games scheduled at Reagan
- Field. The 'Breds have played just two of their
Atey To Success







When you need a spark, how
*about Greg Luzinski for
rters?
"Greg is our key — no doubt
;:about it," says Philadelphia
;:Phillies teammate Mike Sch-
-tenidt. "He gets us going."
Like Monday night, when
the Philadelphia outfielder
slugged a two-run homer in




• Schmidt later applied the
'finishing touches with an RBI-
Single in the 10th inning that
brought the Phillies a 4-3
)rictory over the Dodgers.
Luzinksi also had_ a role in
ihe Phillies' game-winning
-Greg was the key there,
ioo," Schmidt said. "His fly-
balI got (Larry) Bowa to third
and it was a lot different going
pp to hit knowing you only
Weed a fly ballto win a game,
jhan needing a base hit. That's
eight scheduled league games at home, and
tomorrow's home twinbill against Tennessee Tech
appears doubtful, too.
Unless Morehead falters badly,, it will host the
)91.C„,f our-team_touroament. Tie teauygi_th the
best regular-season won-lost percentage earns the
right to play at its home field.
'The Eagles are currently 10-2, while Austin'.
Peay is second and Murray is third at 8-5.
Middle Tennessee (10-9( and Western Kentucky
(8-6) are in the dogfight for the fourth spot.
With the Racer women's tennis season over,
their 11-3 spring record and 23-9 overall mark is
the 12th straight winning season for Coach Nita
Head.
Head's overall won-lost mark is 152-45, a win-
'rung percentage of .762.
NITA HEAD





Two of her players — Karen Weis and Bitsy Ritt
— qualified for the AIAW Region II championships
May 9-10 at Clemson, S.C., after winning the No. 1
doubles title in the Kentucky Women's Inter-
collegiate Conference tournament recently.
why Greg hits fourth for the
Phillies and fourth in the All-
Star game."
In the only other National
League game Monday night,
St. Louis beat Atlanta 4-3 in
100 innings. In the American
League, Texas blanked
Toronto 5-0 and Kansas City
eclf,rti Chicago 4-s.
14fore winning the game in
the 10th, Schmidt had tied it at
3-3 with an RBI single in the
eighth. It was mildly sur-
prising that Schmidt was in
the lineup at all. The third
baseman had severely brui.Sei -
his right thumb -on Saturday
and only appeared in Sunday's
loss to the New York Metshs a
pinch runner and defensive
player.
"I didn't even ask him how
it 'felt," Manager Danny
Ozark said. "I just put his
name in the lineup and he
went out and played."
Cardinals 3, Braves 2
• Jerry Mumphrey's two-out
single drove -in the winning
run in the 10th inning as St.
Louis edged Atlanta. Tony
Scott beat out a two-out infield
FAR LAMS TRAVEL AGENCY
711 Main St .
Immediate Ticketing
TOURS, CRUISES, PIOTELS, GROUPS,
CAR REXTALS, CHARTERS,
1, AIR LINE TICKETS

















single, then stole second and
went to third when catcher
Dale Murphy's throw sailed
into center field.
Mumphrey then lined his
single just over the out-
stretched glove of shortstop
Pepe Frias as the Cardinals
defeated Phil Niekro, who had
carried a six-hit shutout into
the ninth before giving up two
runs.
Rangers 5, Blue Jays 0.
Doyle Alexander and Jim
Kern, backed by a 'club
record-tying five double plays,






Lynn Sullivan, the No. 1
player on the Murray High
golf team, has signed a
national' letter of intent to play
golf for Murray State, Racer
Coach Buddy Hewitt has
announced.
Sullivan, the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmy Sullivan of
Murray, has lettered in golf at
Murray High for the past four
years and is in his second year
as the Tigers' No. 1 player.
"He's an outstanding you
man and has the potential to
make a contrihution at the
-collegiate level," Hewitt said
Sullivan plays golf under




Both local high school
baseball games — Calloway
County at Marshall County
and Tilghman at Murray High
— were cancelled yesterday
due to wet grounds. 
Both games today —
Murray"High at Henry County
and Calloway at Trigg County
— as well a track meet —
Mayfield and Reidland at
Murray — were also washed
out. The status of the Calloway
County-Heath meet was
determined at press to:.
today.
The Tiger baseball squad k
scheduled to face Marshall
County. at home Thtirsda
While the Lakers are to lum
Fulton County tomorrow.
In track, Murray High
travel's to Fort Campbell
Thursday, while Calloway will






of a 10-kilometer road race in
_Paria.. Tenn., last weekend.
The race was part of the
"World's Largest- Fish Fry,"
sponsored by the Paris
Jaycees,
MarrYn Brewer, a former
MSU track team member,




Dr. Adam Lannflig. a
Murray State sociology
professor, firghed 26th in '
42:54, and Martin Mattingly
was 57:27, good for second lot
he 50-and-over division.
Several Murray runners will
participate in .the first
Paducah Marathon, a 26 2-
mile evvent, Saturday.
pitch Texas over Toronto.
Alexander, who had been hit
hard in his three previous
starts, gave up all three of the
Blue Says' hits in 71-3 innings.
Jim Clancy gave up three of
the Rangers' runs in the first
uring.
Royals 1, White Sox 3
Frank White smacked apair
Of doubles, diove. uf ti.vo runs
and scored one to help Kansas
City beat Chicago. Left-
hander Paul Splittorff evened
his record at 2-2 with relief
help from Al Hrabosky.
Chicago starter Rich Wor-
tham lost his first game in
four decisions.
"Hungo came in and did a
heck of a job," Kansas City
outfielder Willie Wilson said of
Hrabosky, who put out the
Chicago fire in the eighth. "I
Wanted toliss him."
Murray State second baseman Doran Perdue admits he might come across as a hot dog to
some people, but 'that's just the way I play,' he says,
8t4ff phott; by Tony Wilson
GARAGES CUSTOM BUILT
TWIN LAKES HOMES & GARAGES
20 YEARS EXPERIENCE — WE UR6E YOU TO COMPARE






TWIN LAKES HOMES & GARAGES
TWO CAR SPECIAL




81.57 TIME TO S1E
KAI 669, Hwy 611 W est Cadiz, K 3, I'll 1-sc2szi-64en
bat By Overarm Thor G.
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48 Months Financing (Bank & GMAC)
Our Grand Prix's mileage has improved 46% in comparing
1975 to 1979, and No full-size car sold in this country gets a
better EPA estimate for gas mileage than the full-size
Catalina. How's that for economy!
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Blue-Gold Game Curiouser And Curiouser
Johnson-Gossage Fight Latest In Yankees' Clubhouse Saga
Slated Tonight
The second of three Blue-GoId Murray State
football scrimmages will be held at Roy Stewart
Stadium tonight at 7:30 p.m.
The game will be played under all the normal
rules, with the exception of no kickoffs. There
will be no admission charge.
The final spring scrimmage will be Friday in
Benton. Last Friday, the Gold squad defeated
the Blue 10-3 in sudden death.
Associated Press
Things around the New
York Yankees' clubhouse are,
as Alice in Wonderland would
put it, "getting curiouser and
curiouser."
Pitcher Rich Gossage and
reserve catcher Cliff Johnson
get into a locker room brawl,
resulting in injury to
Gossage's $2.75 million right
thumb.
With the ace reliever on the
sidelines for from six to eight
weeks, there could go George
Steinbrenner's hopes for a
fourth straight pennant and
third straight World Series
title.
It was a stupid act — mature
men acting like schoolboys. At
today's wage levels, it was
Bullets Try To Wrap Up Series
Tonight; Spurt Lead 76ers 3-1
By the Associated Press
LANDOVER, Md. — The Washington Bullets seem to be
getting their annual postseason tuneup from the Atlanta
Hawks.
After sweeping two games from the Hawks in last year's
preliminary playoff series, the Bullets said the competition
sharpened their execution for- the march to the National
Basketball Association title.
NBA Playoffs
The matchup is just as intense in the quarter-finals this
year, and it seems-to be reaching the same conclusion: the
Bullets will try to close out the best-of-seven series with a
victory at home tonight.
After splitting the first two games in Washington, the
Bullets went to Atlanta — where the Hawks had won 17 in a
row — and took two straight over the weekend to assume a
commanding 3-1 lead in the series.
"In our last two games," said Washington Coach Dick
Matta, "we played about ps good as we can play."
The other Eastern Conference semifinal resumes Thur-
sday with the San Antonio Spurs, leading 3-1, hoping to oust
the Philadelphia 76crs.
The Western semifinals continue Wednesday when the
Seattle SuperSonics carry a 3-1 lead into their contest against
the Los Angeles. Lakers while the Phoenix Suns carry a 2-1
lead into their game at Kansas City against the Kings.
Bullets forward Bob Dandridge, who scored 19 of his 31
points in the final 17 minutes of Washington's 120-118 over-
time victory on Sunday*, has been superb. He leads_ the
Bullets with 112 points and 20 assists.
Forward Elvin Hayes, with 89 points and 54 rebounds, and
center Wes Unseld, with 50 rebounds and 16 assists, com-
pletes a veteran Washington, front line which has 31 years of
NBA experience.
That experience, Motta said, can make a difference in the
playoffs.
We found out last season what it took to win on thoroad in
the playoffs, and how toovereome crowd noise and the ilestt"_Motta said.
"Shots start getting harder in the fourth period," he said.
"Things tighten up. Suddenly they mean a lot more. That's
when it's nice to have veterans like Elvin, Bobby and Wes."
Down the stretch Sunday, Dandridge scored 13 of
Washington's final 20 points and assisted on two other
baskets.
By contrast, although both teams are shooting a below-par
44 percent, the Hawks dipped to 21 and 31 percent in the
fourth quarters of two of their losses.
Forward John Drew, one of only two Atlanta players with
five years' NBA experience, has been held to 55 points or an
average of 13.7 per game — nine points below his 22.7-point
average which led the Hawks in regular season play.
Atlanta also has health problems.
Center Wayne "Tree" Rollins and guard Eddie Johnson
were suffering from knee injuries, and forward Dan Roun-
Afield had a shoulder injury, Brown said. Rollins' knee
problem is so serious that an operation may be needed, said
the coach.
The SuperSonics have the home city advantage but qpt the
home court advantage. -
The game was scheduled for the Seattle Center Coliseum
because the Kingdome, the Sonics' regular home this season,
is occupied by the Seattle Mariners for a baseball game with
the Boston Red Sox.
LOs Angeles Coach Jerry West said he plans no changes for
the fifth game, though he recognizes two differences between
the teams.
"Very obviously, the first one was their rebounding, and in
the backcourt we just haven't contained .those guys," West
said.
-Seattle guards Fred Brown, Gus Williams and Dennis
Johnson outscored the Lakers' backcourt 65-38 Sunday.
In rebounds, Seattle leads by an average margin of 49.5 to
36.3. - .
San Antonio needs a victory to take the other Eastern
Conference semifinal,
"We are playing as well as we can and we have so much
confidence," said the Spurs' James Silas.
"Yeah, we're in the driver's seat, but we can still have an
accident," said San Antonio Coach Doug Moe. "The biggest
thing is to guard against overconfidence. We can't afford
that."
Kansas City's Kings may have to do without forward
Richard Washington, who is listed as questionable for the
contest due to an injured 'right ankle. .
Braves' Murphy (7 HRs) Content
By the Associated Press
CINCINNATI — Atlanta
catcher Dale Murphy, the
National League's home run
leader, is content to bat well
down in the Braves' lineup.
"With the hitters we've got
up., there ,.. hitting sixth,
there's nothing wrong with
that," said Murphy. "Jeff
(Burroughs) is our clean up
hitter. • He just hasn't broken
loose yet."
Murphy 'has seven homers.
Burroughs finally got un- ̀
tracked with his first home
nm of the season Monday
night in the Braves' 3-2 loss to
St. Louis.
Murphy owes a bit of thanks
to Cincinnati pitching. He hit
three of his home runs off the
Reds, including two in one
game.
"I feet comfortable, and I
wanted-4n get off to a good
start," said Murphy. But he
insists he didn't . find any
magical secret in spring.
training and isn't doing
anything different from last
year.
oMurphy caught 151 games














With Garlic Brood ond ' PrIca On
Combination Salad (with Meal
I Super Special For Kids
Spaghetti and Salad
Wednesday Night
4 to 10 p.m.
InciLdes As Always
FREE REFILLS ON DRINKS
You Can't Eat This Good




first full year With the Braves,
and batted .223 with 23 homes
runs.
He's well ahead of that pace
this spring, thanks to positive
thinking.
"I really can't explain it,"
Murphy said. "All I know is I
wanted to get a good start, and
it happened."
Atlanta is in last place in the
National League West, and
only Pittsburgh in the East
has a poorer won-loss
average.
"We should break out and
win soon, when we get
Burroughs going," said
Atlanta Manager Bobby Cox.
"You can't win without runs."
Murphy agreed that the
Braves should be scoring
more runs. .- • - •
"I think we have a pretty
potent lineup," Murphy said.
"We have guys whocanhit the
Mixed Scramble
This Weekend
Tennis players have until
April 25 to sign up at Den-
nison-Hunt Sporting Goods for
the Murray Tennis




Better see the new—very
reliable--A B Dick 990
ptain paper copier
The 990 has all of the most
wanted" features of ma-
chines costing 50% more
—including the versatility
to make 11" x 17" copies.
copy both sides, and use






ball._ We just haven't got
started."
At least two other Braves
are off to Murphy-like starts,
however.
Jerry' Royster, a .259 hitter a
year ago, is among the league
leaders now, hitting .362. And
Barry Bonnell, who ET Ind
one home run last season, is
right behind Murphy in the
league race with five already
this year.
During their last series in
Cincinnati, the Braves
collected 13 hits off pitchers
Tom Hume and Doug Bair in
one game. That was the night
Murphy had a pair of homers
and Gary Matthews belted
tape-measure job.
Two nights later, Atlanta
was held. to two -hit& by Tom
Seaver, which didn't seem to
surprise Cox.
"The pitching was a lot
better," he shrugged.
The Reds open- a'10-game
home stand tonight with the- -
first of two games against the
Pirates, who also have been
struggling.
"We're off to our usual bad




Pony League tryouts and
registration will be held
Wednesday and Friday at the
Pony League field at the
Murray-Calloway County
Park.
The tryouts will begin at 4
p.m. on each of the two days,
and players must bring a $15
registration fee and a birth
certificate. 13- and 14-year-
olds are eligible for the
tryouts.
MISS YOUR PAPER/
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about as dignified as a
Rockefeller squaring off
against a Mellon on the corner
of 51st St. and Park Ave.
Now a new chapter opens in
the continuing drama: "Will
Billy Martin Return as
Yankee Manager in 1980 — or
Won't He?"
Bobby Richardson, former
Yankee infielder and a close
friend of Martin's, rippled the
watqrs when he told an
audienoedg^' the
Yankees had no intention of
giving Billy his old job back —  
that the promise made him on
Sports Briefs
Will Uri m s le y
the Yankee electric
scoreboaid was just a public
relations gimmick to cool the
heat of the fans,.
Suddenly depositions sur-
faced concerning Martin's
behavior at the opening of
Bachelors 3 Restaurant in
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.., on
Feb. 28.
According to published
reports at the time, Mar*h
allegedly got involved in a
Trararand suftereii Align j ured
hand. He showed up with a
cast on his wrist.
Central Fla. To Be I-AA Site
MISSION, Kan. (AP) — The
University of Central Florida
will host the Division I-AA




I-AA is the NCAA's division
for school's smaller than the
football powers, but larger
than the Division II schools.
The game, to be broadcast by
ABC, will be held at the
Tangerine Bowl in Orlando,
Fla..
The NCAA also said its
Divison II.. championship will
be Dec. 8 at the University of
New Mexico-in Albuquerque,
4nd the Divison III title game
will be Dec. 1 at Fort Valley
State College in Phenix City,




Africa — Jose-Luis Clerc of
Argentina beat South Africa's
Deon Joubert 6-2, 6-1 in the
finals of the Sigma Open
Tennis Championships.
LAS VEGAS, Nev. — Johan
Kriek of South Africa upset
seventh-seeded Arthur Ashe 6-
1,6-3 as the $250,000 Alan King
Tennis Classic began at
Caesars Palace.
In other matches, second-
seeded Jimmy Connors
defeated Pat DuPre 6-4, 6-3;
defending champion Harold
Solomon, seeded fifth,
eliminated Tom Gullikson 3-6,
7-6, 6-1; sixth-seeded Roscoe
Tanner whipped Bob Lutz 6-4,
6-2 and eighth-seeded Wojtek
Fibak of Poland topped Eliot
Teltscher 7-6, 6-2.
Also, Corrado Barazzutti of
Italy beat Sandy Mayer 6-4, 6-
1; Raul Ramirez of Mexico
topped Brian Teacher 6-3, 2-6,
6-4; Adriano Panatta of Italy
eliminated Bruce Manson 6-4,
6-4; Tim Gullikson downed
Butch Waits 6-4, 7-6, and Stan
Smith whipped Balazs
Taroczy of Hungary 7-6, 6-2.
Cumberland Coach'
WILLIAMSBURG, Ky.
( API — Cumberland College
has announced the ap-
pointment of Randy Vernon as
head basketball coach.
Martin insisted the reports
were unfounded. Other guests
at the scene backed him up A
pribe failed to uncover any
untoward conduct.
Steinbrenner at the time
said there would be an in-
vestigation. "We promised
Billy and his agent that if he
were found innocent in the
Reno case la previous
altercation in which Billy was
charged with punching a
'writerfsd gSO
further trouble, the 1980
manager's job would be his.
That still stands," the Yankee
owner insisted.
Who asked for the
depositions? Were the
Yankees trying to build a case
against Martin so they could
be excused for not keeping
their end of the 1980 bargain?
"That is ridiculous," said
Steinbrenner. "It is not our
style. We operate above
'board. If there are requests
for depositions, they are not
coming from the Yankees."
Meanwhile,_ those who at-
tended the Bachelors 3 bash
apparently, have become
concerned that Billy Martin's
career has been jeopardized
by the Fort Lauderdale report
and are endeavoring to get




Colonial is in need of owner/operator or operation with drivers, dueto increase in business and additional authority.
From Murray, Ky. and West Tenn. We are now operating drive in aswell as refrigerated vans.
If you have a late model, 3 axle diesel, sleeper cab tractor and have adriver at least 25 years of age with a minimum of 2 years over the roadexperience and a good background, then do yourself a favor and con-tact Carl McBride (901) 784-4951 at Humbolt, Tn.
- Otter Good at the followinb
111 Burger Queen location:
Limit one per customer
Coupon Expires May 2,1979
NI II • • IN III II II III
111111111 111•••••111111111111
glgIgSeIT7Og 1.4
Buy one get one FREEI
Quality American cheese 111
melted between
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For Upcoming Indy 500
USAC Denies CART Entry
By the Associated Press
INDIANAPOLIS — The six
Championship Auto Racing
Teams barred from the
Indianapolis 500 want very
much to enter the May 27 race,
but CART President Pat
Patrick says nothing will ever
get him back into the U.S..
Auto Club.
"There's no way in hell I'd
ever go back to USAC now,
after the-woy-the
us," said Patrick, who has
demanded an explanation for
USAC's rejection of the six




president, said was preparing
a reply..
"It's too late now" for CART
to rejoin USAC, Patrick said
in a telephone interview from
his office in. Jackson, Mich.,
Monday night. "We thought
we had a deal last week. They
made us a proposal which we
thought was acceptable. When
they left us, we thought
everything was fine. Then I
got a telegram from I USAC
prPRidPot _n_ifa.S,King. that our
entry ( for the 5001 had been
denied. It was hard to
believe."
USAC, which claims it has
sole authority to accept or
reject entries for the 500, said
M its telegram to the six
CART owners that the entries
were 'turned down because
they were "not good
standing" with USAC.
Patrick sent his telegram to
Cloutier Satuiltay night, and
lie set a 5 p.m. deadline
Monday for. Cloutier to reply
or "...we will be compelled to
resort to our available
remedies."
He did not say what those
remedies might be.
Patrick said Monday he had
not received the reply': but he
said the strict deadline was
"no big thing. I just wanted to
put the time thing on it so it
wouldn't drag on forever."
Cloutier said earlier on
Mpnday he intended to reply.
"I suppose I owe them the
courtesy
Cloutier said, however, he
would not release his reply to
the news media before he
knows that Patrick has
received it. "It's a matter of
courtesy. I think a person
should receive it prior to the
time the public receives it."
Patrick said the initial
dispute with USAC and the
Speedway was that the CART
owners "just wanted more
input into the management."
"Our CART teams have a
budget of $20 million a year,
and ( with USAC ) we have
absolutely nothing to say
about what happens.. with
purses,. television contracts,
the number of races.
Sports At A Glance
Baseball Leaders
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING 35 at bats — ABannistr, Chi,
422; Kemp. Det, .421; Bochte, Sea, .414:
AOliver, Tex. .413; Carew, Cal, .413.
RUNS—Lansford, Cal, 17; Lynn. But
15: FtMiller, Cal, IS; Cooper. MU, 14;
Carew. Cal, 14.
RBI—Baylor, Cal, 23; Cooper, Mil, 16;
Lyon, Ban, 15; Lamm, MiL 15, Grich,
Cal. 14: Bochte, Sm. 14
HITS—Carew, Cal, M; Lansfird, Cal,
186; Cooper, Mil, 24; Downing. Cal. 24;
Lemon, Chi, 24: Boctite, Sea. 24.
DOUBLES—Hisle, Mil, 7; Downing, Cal,
7; Cooper. Mil. 6; Lemon, Chi. 6;
CWashgtn, Cu, 6.
TRIPLES—RMiller, Cal, 2; Norwood,
Mon, 2; 38 Tied With 1.
HOME RUNS—Lynn, Bsn, 7; Cooper.
Mil, 5: ABens, Cal, 5; Gnch, Cal, 5;
DeCinces. Bel, 4; Lezcano, Mil, 4; Nettles,
NY, 4; Ford. Cal, 4.
STOLEN BASES—Randolph. NY, 7;
Jeruz, Sea. 7; Harrah, Cle. 6; Bonds, Cle,
5: Manning. Cle, 5; JNorns. Cle. 5: LeF-
lore, Dot, 5; Wilk; Tex, 5.
PITCHING 3 Decisions,— Jenkins,
Tex, 4-0, 1.000, 1.42; John, NY, 3-0, 1.000,
0.76, Wortham. Chi. 3-0, 1.000, 2.59;
Koosrnart Min, 3-0, 1.000, 414; Caldwell,
--Mil 3-1 750 2.31- Ryan, Cal, 3-1. .750,
"T23. Palmer, Sal. 2-1, .667, 109; Ecker-
sky. Ban, 2-1, .667, 2.63.
STRIKF,OUTSLItyan, Cal, 33; Jenkins.
Tex, 25; Bonham, Chi, 22; Guidry, NY,
18: Caldwell, Mil, 17: Jones, Sea, 17
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING (35 at bets,—Winfield. SD.
426, Foster, Cin. .422; GlItaddat,.
.385: Grtffey, Cin, .395; Conoepcn, Cat
.362.
RUNS—Puhl, Htri.-17; Concepcm CM.
14; Lopes, 1A, 14; Murphy, All, 13; JCruz.
Htn, 13; Winfield, SD, 13.
RBI—Foster. Cin, 18; Kingman. Chi, 16;
Jeruz, Htn, 16: Drumm CM, 15; Turner,
SD, 15.
HITS— Winfield, SD, 29: Foster. CM, 27;
Russell, 1A, 26; Concepcn, Cm, 25;
Grtffey. Cm, 15.
DOUBLES—Gnffey, On, 8; Gamer,
Pgh, 6; KHrnandz, Sit. 6, Reitz, SiL.-
Morgan, Cin, 6; Winfield, SD, 6; Whitfield,
SF, 6.
TRIPLES-9 Tied With 2.
HOME RUNS—Murphy, AU. 7;
Kingman, Chi, 5; &emelt AU, 5; Schmidt,
Phi, 4; 12 1141 With 3.
STOLEN BASES—Cabell.Htri, 8; JCruz,
Hirt 8; Moreno, Pgti. 6:- Morgan, CM. 6;
Putd, BM. 6.
PITCHING 42 Decisions,— Blue, Sr 44.
1.000. 4 77: Ruthven, Phi, 3-0, 1.000, 1.75;
Andujar, Htn, 3-0, 1000, 0.50; KForsch,
Htn. 3-0, 1.000, 1.64; Richard, Htn, 3-0,
1.000, 2.51, Jones, SD, 3-1, .750. 544:
McGlothen, Cht, 2-1, .867, 4.85; Palmer,'
MU. 3-1, .867, 3.12.
STRTICEOIJTS—Richard, Htn, 34;
Sutton. LA. 24: Knepper, SF, 21: Hooton,












AMERICAN LEAGUE NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST EAST
W L Pet GB W L Pet. GB
Boston 9 4 .692 — Philadelphia 9 
4 1192 --
New York 9 6 .600 1 Montreal 8 5 
615 1
Detroit 6 5 _545 2 St. Louis 7 
7 500 241
Baltimore 8 8 500 21s Chicago 6 
6 500 2's
Milwaukee 7 8 467 3 New York 4 
8 .333 t's
Tcronto 5 10 .333 5 Pittsburgh 1 1
0 286 54
Cleveland 4 9 306 5 WEST
WEST Houston 12 1 750 
—
California 12, 1 750 — Cincinnati 9 
7 IT 3
Texas 9 1 1102 I's San Francisco 9 I 
.529 l's
Minnesota 9 5 643 2 San Diego 8 
9 471 4,1
Chicago 7 8 467 1's Los Angeles 8 10 
444 5
Kansas City 6 8 429 5 Atlanta 5 11 
313 7
Oakland 5 11 313 7 Meeday's Games
Seattle 5 11 313 7 Ptuladelphia 4, Los Angeles
 3, 10 in-
Maiday's Games
Texas 5, Toronto 0
Kansas City 4, Chicago 3
Only games scheduled
- Tuesday's Games
Minnesota Enckson 0-2 I at Cleveland.
'Wise 1-2,
Detroit , Young 0-0i at Milwaukee (SW
ton 0-1 or Naas 0-11 int
Toronto (Lernantzyk 04, at Texas
;Comer l-D in;
Chicago iLaGrow 0-10 at Kl115113 City
(Leonard ern
Baltimore (Palmer 2-10 at California
Aase 2-0)
New York !John 3-0i at Oakland John-
son 0-21




Detroit at Milwaukee, r n
Toronto at Texas, ,n
Chicago at Kansas City, , n )
Baltimore at California, In,
New York at Oakland---c-ifT




CHICAGO CUBS—Signed James Crout.
pitcher, to a- one-year contract, and sent
him to Sarasota of the Gulf Coast League
HOCKEY
Natlanal Hockey League
BUFFALO SABRES—Announced a two-
year working agreement with the
Rochester Americans c4 the American
Hockey League
COLLEGE
HOFSTRA UNIVERSITY— Named Joe
Harnngtan head basketball coach.
RICE UNIVERSITY—Named Larry
Tune-ilk tennis nsich
99.9e Per Gal. For Gas?
That Hurts
THINK Small Car, Small Motor
SAVE BIG Dow iike0" cias
LefTslifAke A-Little,
Wel Save You A Lot!
Get The
Gas Saving Habit
With A New Small To Medium ̀ Size Ford
OPEN NIGHTS. FOR YOUR SHOPIING CON VIENCE
PARKER FORD, INC'
701 MAIN, MURRAY, KY. PH. (502) 753-5273
rungs
St Louis 3, Atlanta), 10 innings
Only games scheduled,
Tuesday's Games
San Diego i Sturley 0-2 or Perry
Montreal iGnmsley 14,
Houston,i Rutile 1-2, at Chicago i Lamp
1-0-1 -s
SLLouts IBEorsch 021 at Atlanta
'Mahler n)
Las Angeles. Welch 24 or Rau 4-2 ,at
Philadelphia Ruthven 3-0 n •
San Francisco i Blue 4-01 at New York
iZachry 241 in,




San Diego at Montreal
Houston at Chicago
Las Angeles at Philadelphia n
4 St.Lows at Atlanta, -- nt








Boston 2, Pittsburgh 1
Game 4






3. New York Rangers 2
Game 2
New York Rangers 7. Philadelphia 1
Genie 3
New York Rangers 5. Philadelphia 1
Game 4
New York Rangers 6, Philadelphia 0
Tuesday', Game
New York Rangers at Philadelphia. n
Thursday's Game









Best el Seem Series
Seeks 'I' 
New York Islanders vs New York
FtangersPhiladelphia winner
NBA Playoffs
Best of Seven Series
Eastere Ceatereare
Game 1
San Antonio 119. Philadelphia 106
Game 2
San Antonio 121, Philadelphia 126
Game 3
Philadelphia 123, Sin Antonio 115
Game •
sarrationio 115, Philadelphia 112
lliaredey's Game
Philacklphui at San Antonio. in
Suaday's Game
San Antonio at Philadelptua, neses
nary
Wednesday, May 2
Philadelphia at San Antnruo, n if re,
essary
Game I
Washington 103, Atlanta 89
Game 2
Atlanta 107, Washington 99
Game 3
Washington 89. Atlanta 77
Game 4
Washington IT Atlanta 118, 07
Tuesday'. Gar"
Atlanta at Washington. n
Thursday's Game
Washington at Atlanta, n, if necessab
Sunday's Game
Atlanta at Washington, if necessary
Western onfereare
Game I c
Phoenix 102. Kansa_s City 99
GKansas City 111,214: 2enui 91
Game 3
Phoenix 108, Kansas City 93
Wedneedey's Game
Phoenu at Kansas City, in;
Frlday'a Csiase
Kansas (Ity at Phoenix, 'IBA. if ns'nni
nary
Sundey's Gam.
Phoenix at Kansas City, if necessary
,Tuesday. May
Kansas City at Phoenix if nee ,-
Sty
•
Seattle 112, Los Angeles 101
. Game 2
Seattle 106, J401 Angeles 103, OT
Game 1
los Angeles 118, Seattle 112. (CI
• false 4
Seattle 11), Los Angeles 115
Wednesday'', Game
Ion Angeles at Seattle, in,
FrIday's Game
. Seattle at Ion Angeles, 114A If DIY I,
nary
Seeday's Game •
Ica Angeles et Seattle. If °Presser,
Save
Money!
Sale Ends April 28th ÷
uasar
ggp" CONSOLE COLOR TV
Country Contempotary Styling
Model WU9423PK
You Get These 
Great
Quasar Features:
• 100% Solid State
 "Service Mise
r" "4








Touch Control lets yo
u adjust
picture to your 
personal pretvence.
• Uses only 118 
watts of energy 
(typical)





Control • Tone Control
Quasar
15" PORTABLE COLOR TV
diagonal
• 100'• Solid State Service
Miser' Chassis • In-Line
Picture Tube with additional
Pro-focus lens • Weighs only







QUASAR VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDER
Record what you're watching 
Record one
channel while you watch ano
ther. Record











Model MQ WOO Sho- ten
ONE INCREDIBLE TOUCH —
no power. Urine. temperature
settings We Ouasers
INSTA-MATIC • COOKING
Takes the guesswork out of
mkrower• meals
• 3-fanction oven command -oven
viii adiust the time autematically
• 3 fanction temperature toolf600
with automatic temperature probe
• Temperature bold
• Artomalit dofessI Wing
• True memory me
• Automatic error finder
• 100 minute digital cleckilimer wit
temperature display
• Holds a 72 lb turkey





You can buy this Quasar
Color Video Camera
'in. •,$94800
and sound 01 your pathos
1.0nly gatnennips *lc on
horns ru/e01•PeS easter
than wrn ho". Moyle
canwfas liu.k1 • 180. 11o•nr
n1 you, c1100ren growIng




Quasar makes television special again
IL_ .-w\-(1171:4
(Formerly J&B Music-James & Betty Clayton Owners)
Dixieland Center 753-7575 Murray, Ky.





It makes more sense •
than ever
_Catch a bus.
And pocket the savings
Must Americans drive to
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Use Care In Selection Of Home Contractor
Most homeowners over the
years become exceedingly.
proficient in such chores as
replacing faucet washers.
changing furnace filters, put-
ting up shelses and painting
the shutters.
But when planning major
home improvements, like
insulation, new siding or
central air conditioning, the
sinart home handyman hangs
up his hammer in favor of
calling on a professional.
But knowing your own
limitations is just part of the
equation in home moderni-
zation. The other part is in
knowing the strengths of the
contractor you select.
• Choosing a contractor
should be done with the same
care and thoroughness lieu
exercize when buying an ex-
pensive piece of new furni-
ture or in selecting a new
family car. A listing in the
Yellow Pages does not guar-
antee professionalism or fi-
nancial stability.'
don't hesitate to ask for
references, and then follow
through and actually call
EATING LESS
WASHINGTON AP) — Fam-
• ilies In four of America's major
cities apparently find that cut-
ung down on their food bills is
the best way to cope with in-
flation.
According to a recent survey
of families in New York City,
Detroit, Atlanta and San Fran-
cisco, the food bill cutback was
the most popular method being
used.
The Center for the Study of
Metropolitan Problems, which
conducted the study, reported
the .second most used tactic
was to try to raise their in-
comes by working more.
Over a third of the families
did this by overtime work or,
less frequently, by moonlight-
ing or sending an additional
family member to work; ac-
cording to the survey.
some past customers to see
if they are satisfied that they
got everything they contract-
ed for.
Check with the Better Bus-
iness Bureau for unresolved
complaints.
Ask about financing. Home
improvement professionals
generally will arrange for
installment financing of the
project cost through a na-
tional lender such as the
General Electric Credit Cor-
poration. That way they can
help you tailor monthly pay-
ments toMeet your budget.
GECC works closely with
contractors from coast to
coast who specialize in a wide
variety of home improvement
projects, from siding to swim-
ming pools. It annually ar-
ranges the financing of more
than 25,000 home improve-
ment projects, which makes
it one of the most knowl-
edgeable lenders in the bus-
iness.
If you're planning a home
improvement project, maybe
GECC can help. Write to
Home Modernization, P.O.
Box 271, Coraopolis, PA
15108.
Weatherizer. a brand new interior storm window now being
introduced, is simplicity Itself to install_ Made of high-optical-
quality. semi-rigid DuPont Mylar, it comes in rolls and is
extremely easy to handle. It hangs straight down the window
frame. You can tape it to the frame by acrylic tape which
also comes in the kit, along with a marking pin and easy-to-
follow instructions. In two sizes: 36 x 60 or 48 x 80 It
can be removed and stored Extra tape is available at
dealers for re-installing the next season.
Energy Dollars Saved
A brand new interior storm
window that saves heat losses
through windows by as much
as 93 percent has been intro-
duced by'Plaskolite, Inc..
Columbus. Ohio. It's called
Weatherizer. Independent
'laboratory jests show that it
not only saves heat lost
through uninsulated wood
windows but also is 26 per-




REFINISHING 8 CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE




Custom &nit Kitchen Cabinets or
Give Your Old Coblnets o New Fore




DuPont Mylar, the same
crystal clear material used
for X-Ray films, is a semi-
rigid, high optical-quality.
plastic sheet. When installed
on window frames inside the
house it completely stops air
infiltration and is virtually
invisible. It's available in
handy-to-handle rolls. When
Weatherizer is placed against
the window frame it is wrin-
. kleUreas.- hangs straight, is
set, ratcfPresistant." ve'ry tough
and tear proof and can be
reused year after year.
In field tests, Weatherizer
is expected to be as least as
effective as the related procl-
uct. The In-Sider. This prod-
uct, probably more-widely
sold than any other brand of
storm Window in America,
cuts heat _tor cooling) loss
through windows by as much
as 88 percent. according to
independent laboratory tests.
CertainTeed Solid Vinyl Sding is not only extremely attractive,
but It is also virtually maintenance-free The excellen(dura-




Just about every vegetable-
garden popularity poll will in-
clude as a winner tomatoes,
which can be a most rewarding
crop. If you want a better har-
vest, here are a few ideas.
Tomatoes need sunshine.
Plant them where they will get
plenty of it — all day if pos-
sible. If you have no room else-
where, stick in a few, well-
staked, among the flowers.
They blend in well.
Don't plant them too early.
Start them indoors rather if
you use seed. You are better
off buying started plantrin the
long run. As a guide, don't
plant tomatoes outside until the
topsoil temperature is at least
55 degrees.
In short, delay planting out-
doors until all danger of frost
has passed. Wait until mid-May
to mid-June in northern states,
where the growing season is
short; mid-April to early-June
in temperate states. In the far
south, you may plant tomatoes
any time except April, May and
June,' When the temperature
might be too hot - for good to-
matoes in the summer.
Select your variety carefully.
Choose for disease resistance
and adaptability to your cli-
mate. If there are letters such
as VF or VFN after the variety
name it will mean it has been
bred to be resistant to the com-
mon tomato diseases vertici-
lum IV), fusarium ( F ), and
nematodes (N), a root-invaditg
soil pest. Such diseases nay
cause plants (and fruit) to
wither and die. Among ciisem-
resistant varieties are Big Girl
Hybrid, Jet Star, Supersonic.,
Better Boy, Beefmaster, Bit-
pee's VF Hybrid, Ramapo $'-
.brid, Wonder Boy and others
If you live in an area witha
short growing season select in
early-maturing-variety.
If you buy seedlings' choose
Ridethating
can give gou




Car-pooling can g,et you to
work on time (even to the
church on time), save you a
lot of money, ease the traffic
situation, cut down on air





1. Cash. It's as simple as
- 600 to 900 dollars a
year That's what car-
poolers save on the
average on gasoline and
parking fees
2. Convenience. Since the
average carpool rotates'
dnvers, everybody gets
some welcome relief from
fighting traffic congestion




factor, lots of carpoolers
would still share a ride
because of the conversa-
tion and fnericiship .
it offers
4 Clean Air. With four
work alone That means
that on the average there are
only 1 4 riders in each car
So it's little wonder thaLour
present day commuting
habits are contrikkiting to
our traffic congestion and
air pollution problems
Pooling is helping to ease
the situation but so is
transit riding - -
For a lot of people,
catching a bus might be the
cheapest and most cm-
venient way to get to and
from work
Many communities in
Kentucky offer such things
as "Park and Ride Lots- and
expresI service at certain
times of the day Discount
tokens special weekly ,
rates are also sometimes
available
• --Check with your local bus




Here's what it is.
Vanpools are 10 to 12
people in one car, that's people riding to and from
three les,s-cars on the-- --- "work in the dimate-
road kV a -lot-less poll tl- controlled cortifort of a
tion to make everyone 'modern van The monthly
breathe a little easier cOst of the vat-and its
opefation is divided equally -
among all the riders
Vanpoolers really save
money, especially it they're
traveling ten or more miles
•1
to work They spend a lot
less every week, compared
to the gas arid parking costs
they'd run up by driving
their own cars
They get door-to-door •
pick-up and delivery
They don't have to fight
rush-hour congestion They
can relax, nap, read or
enjoy the companionship of
their fellow vanpoolers
It's a good 'deal for the van
driver, too He or she gets a
free ride to and from work,
plus the use of the van for
personal business or family
outings To compensate for
the Job of driver, passenger




Ask Our employer about
Vanpooling and how you
can loin a pool — as a
passenger or a driver Or,
write for Va,npooling and
Carpoolinq information to





short, compact, sturdy ones.
These will probably be six to
eight weeks old. When you
plant them apply a starter-food
solution high in phosphorus
around the plant but not
directly on it. Then when the
plants begin fruiting, apply a
general fertilizer such as 5-10-5
to sttrtailate new growth.
Don't forget to give the
plants a good watering if the
weather stays dry.
Black, leathery spots on the
bottom of garden tomatoes in-
dicate they have a common
garden disease termed blos-
som-end rot. This will attack
both ripe and green fruit. Sci-
entists describe it as a "physi-
iogical upset" of the plant, one
tRat does not involve disease
organisms.
The cause of blossom-end rot
is inadequate soil moisture dur-
ing the early growing season,
leading to calcium deficiency in
the young fruit, causing fruit
cells to die. A preventive step
for the home gardener is to ir-
rigate when the soil becomes
dry early in the season.
Other contributing factors are
hoeing too close to the plants,
too early transplanting and too,
much fertilizer early in the sea-
son.
Another serious tomato prob-
lem is early blight, a fungus
that marks lower leaves with
round target spots. Most leaves
on the lower half of the plant
may die and drop, robbing the
plant of food-making capacity
and permitting fruit sunburn.
To fight this fungus, caused by
frequent rain and heavy dew,
spray weekly with fungicides
(such as maneb, mancozeb or
zineb ).
I For Earl Aronson's "Associ-
ated Press Guide to House
Plants," send fl to House
Plants, AP Newsfeatures, 50




Leisure plays an Important
part in today's active life-
style. Because of this, prod-
ucts which are maintenance-
free find rapid consumer ac-
ceptance. One such product
is vinyl siding. which, because
of its durability, long life,
beauty and overall freedom
from maintenance, is truly
the "siding of the Seventies."
For many years, wood sid-
ing was cheap and plentiful.
and for those reasons con-
trolled the marketplace. Then
came aluminum, which was
a popular, but energy inten-
sive substitute. With rising
fuel costs, the cost of siding
rose also. There was a need
for a siding which was both
energy efficient and durable.
The solution was solid vinyl.
Vinyl siding offers many
benefits to the consumer. Its
color is molded throughout
the material, and as a result,
it will not show scratches,
will not peel or blister, and
never needs repainting. The
familiar problems acsrviated
with other siding materials
are non-existent with vinyl. .
Remarkably tough and'
resilient, vinyl is ideal f6r
families with young children.
Backyard baseball. football.
and other sports wreck havoc
with most siding, but vinyl.
which can flex and return to
its original shape. is perfect
for active Americans_
Today most vinyl pro-
ducers offers wide range of
colors. CertainTeed Corpo-
ration, which has one of the
widest color lines in the vinyl
siding industry, offers eight
shades, and will soon make
available additional colors.
So if golf is your. game.
and you'd rather be putting
than painting, consider siding
with vinyl. The improvement
will be permanent.
For further information on
solid vinyl siding. contact the
CertainTeed Home Institute,
P.O. Box 860, Valley Forge,
PA 19482,
The Future
In the near future, the hous-
ing industry may very likely
develop a rating system that
will clearly communicate a
home's EPM costs to buyers.
For the time being, how-
ever, taking the above steps
makes good sense. They
won't keep your home's EPM
costs from rising altogether.
But they will help insure, that
for the age and size home
you buy, your energy usage




The largest Amencan man-
ufacturer of gypsuni wall-
board, United States Gypsum
Company. WM: produces two
unique variations of thc
board — Sheetrocks WiK
and Foil-Back Sheetrock*.
Specifically designed for
use in areas such as balk
rooms, powder rooms, kitch!'
ms and utility rooms. Sheet:
rock Wit has special water,-
resistant properties that rnin-
imize moisture damage. The,
gypsum core and multi-laj -
ered face and back papeits
are chemically treated 4)
prevent moisture penetitt-
tion. Ceramic tile et' water-
resittant decorative paneling
can be applied directly th
the gypsum board. When
installed, the panels provide
excellent fire protection and
warp-resistance as well as
protection against damaging
moisture penetration to in-
terior walls.
Daltl'ourselfer
If insulation is not readily
visible in the home you're
considering, as will usually
be the case with side walks.
don't be afraid to ask the
owner or builder about it. If
there is no insulation in a
home, as may be the case
with an older residence, add-
ing attic insulation is a rela-
tively easy ckrit-yourself proj-
ect.
No Appointment Necesaarli









LIMIT: I P•r P•r•on — 2 P•r Fornely
Additional Sebl•cts $3.95
Gm.P• $1.S9 P. Person
Apr. 25 & 26 National Store Photo Ilrs.
Wed. & Thurs. Murray, Ky. 10-1, 2-5'
CHILDREN UNDER 2YRS PHOTOGRAPHED FREE 
Buy the first microwave to
cook a complete meal all at once.
Now
• $39900
Model 515 Suggested Retail Price
Now you can cook 1.2.3 foods, even a
complete meal, all at once. Breakfast.
lunch or dinner—Pith Litton's
Meal-In-Oner" microwave.
• Meal-In-One cooking system is unlike
- ordinary microwave ovens.
• Microwaves enter from both sides.
Surround and cook foods more evenly.
• Memorymatic microwave program
cooking, with 4 memories, changes time
and cooking speed automatically.
• Vani-Coole variable power oven control.
• Vari-Temp automatic temperature control
with food sensor.
• Solid state touch controls.
• Convenient Step-Saver® timer.
• Defrost for fast, one-step defrosting.
• 1.5 cu. ft. interior.
• Free demonstrations.





Bring home this Litton today... make every meal easier!
• m a I .7. -
""11111111411111 hill111117:. -K EN TUC 1-1"."11171111111111111111111111.1
Litton... changing the way America Cooke c or, gy;tirms--1."e'.-
•
Ii
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EDITOR'S NOTE — for reasoiso beyond our control,
todays crossword puzzle has not yet arrived. We are
substituting the accompaning Tele-Puzzle in its place.
The syndicate that supplies the regular crossword has
been contacted and it should resume within a few days.
)1 I j , •
it














39 40 42 43 , 4
546 47 9
50 51 52 53 54 55
56 57 58 59
61
ACROSS
1.6 Pictured. seen as Eddie
Capra
13 Standard of perfection




17 One too many for the
Bradfords •









33 Bixby and Cullen
35 Rose —




39 Hawaii Five-0 food
42 Slang name for Starsky






55 Southeastern state lab r
56 Bing was one
58 Morning TV show
60 Diff'rent —
61 Hee Haw's Buck
1)4 )W
1 — List




6 Treated at General
Hospital
7 Miss Lavin's role
Kind of rummy
9 — Arden
10' Note of scale
11 ;(otter gives it
12 'First name of a Joh.nsop
20 — Diller
22 Miss Uggams' hanky
marks
23 Good Morning. —
26 --IVet
28 — Kazan
29 Donkey • -
-30 Orgn. for Doc Hardy
tab.)
31 Greek lettir --
32 Ewell's short signoff
33 Exisf





HERE l.UE 60 ON
OUR 5PRIN6 HIKE...
IP I'M REAL QUIET,
MAYBE 7. HE GANIE
WARDEN WON'T















45 Belonging to Stevenson
role
48 — Preminger


























SD N I A
SPEECH OFFICERS—Calloway County Hi
gh School speech team coach Larry England
and officers of thp speech team, that placed third in t
he state this year, pose with some
of the trophies won during the season. Officers 
are (from left) Chuck Williams,
president Lesa Hoke, vice-president and Ginger Mitch
ell, secretary.
Money Of Bus Transaction
Company Officials Return
FRANKFORT, Ky. API -7-
Officials of Lester Motors Inc.
of Central City have returned
$24,548 the state claimed it
was owed as a result of a
school bus chassis tran-
saction.
The check arrived in Frank-
fort late Monday after
Finance Secretary Roy
Stevens had sent the firm a
letter by certified mail earlier
in the day demanding that
Lester Motors reimburse the
state by May 3 for $22,873 plus
interest dating from Aug: 1,
1978. He also suspended the
company from bidding on
state contracts for two years.
Stephens said his decision
was made on the basis of a
review of the contract for sale
of school bus chassis by
department General CoutSel
Charles Wickliffe.
Stephens said he "concluded
Lester Motors Inc. has
exhibited a lack of good faith
in its dealings with the
Commonwealth on the con-
tract," as well as on another
contract for which the com-
pany is currently -under
Suspension.
Stephens imposed the first
six-month suspension, which
ends May 31, after review of a
separate contract. The two-
year suspension — the
maximum permitted under
law — would begin June 1.
The latest transaction is-
bang investigated by the
attorney general's office and
the Franklin County .grand
jury. Stephens said he has
given copies of Wickliffe's
findings to them and would not
2comment further because of
the investigations.
•'I am convinced by the
findings of Charles Wickliffe
that the action taken today is
in the public interest and is
fully justified and supported
by the facts," he said. "My
action was taken within the
administrative authority of
the department and is
separate from any conclusions




In his letter to the company,
Stephens said, "While your
representative asserted by
sworn statement that Lester
Motors would incur a $73.52
per unit loss, an assertion
wa$ followed by a price
increase of $89 per unit in the
contract, Mr. .Wickliffe has
found that the asserted loss
did not, in -fact occur, nor
would it have oCcured absent
the price increase..
"Further, from the facts
available, he Wickliffe) has
concluded that Lester Motors
Inc. was not entitled to any
additional compensation
under the contract even
though the school buses were
purchased at a price less than
they could have' been under
any other combined bid."
Meanwhile, Frariiclin
County CCommonwelth's
Attorney Ray Corns said
Friday that the grand jury will
investigate t'he Lester Motors
deal and the state's leaseof
land it already ownee in
downtown , Frankfort from
King-Woodall Motors Inc. oft
Paducah. •
Howard Woodall. president
Of King-Woodall, •is also vice
president of Lester Motors in
Central City.




LOS ANGELES (AP) — A
mysterious dying star is
baffling scientists as it
whizzes through the universe
— seemingly coming and
going at the same time at
speeds of at least 40,000 miles
per second.
"It's like nothing else we've
ever seen," said UCLA
astronomer Bruce Margon.
-Nothing else even comes
close."
Margon, who has been
watching the object for almost
a year, outlined the curious
puzzle Monday at a
Washington, D.C., meeting of
the American Physical
Society. Details also were
made public here.
Margon and a team of UCLA
scientists discovered the
mysterious properties while
studying a star called 55-433,
which, like our sun and 100
billion others, belongs to the
Milky Way galaxy.
Initial evidence shows that
the object appears to be
racing along in two directions.
Because SS-433 is about
10,000 light-years from Earth,
it is too dim to be seen with the
naked eye. .1 light-year is 5.9
trillion miles.
A star's speed and direction
are detected by measuring
changes — called Doppler
shifts — in the wavelength of
its light. A blue' shift means it
is coming toward the ob-
server, a red shift means it is
receding.
Margon said SS-433 is
simultaneously blue-and red-
shifted, which means that it is
some sort of elongated
structure that is rotating like a
twirler's baton, with one end
moving toward the
astronomer's telescopes and
the other moving away.
Margon said the changes
found in SS-433, were "larger
by a huge factor than anything
we've ever seen in a star."
Margon said in an interview
earlier that a tentative ex-
planation "is that this is some
kind of star that's in some
terribly weird kind of
trouble."
He said the star apparently
rotates on a 160-day cycle. As
it spins, it is spitting out twin
streams of gas, much as a
spinning lawn sprinkler shoots
water from opposing nozzles.
But Margon says that
theory, "is just the wildest of
guesses at the moment. ...We_
really don't know."
The sun and other stars
move at a -comparatively
modest 650,000 mph or less,
while the blue end of this star
is swinging toward Earth at
speeds of at least 40,000 miles
per second. Its red-shifted
end, 16 billion miles across, is
pulling away at the same or
faster speeds.
Margon said if his theory is
right, the velocity would seem
greatest when one gas jet is
aimed directly at Earth and
the other is going away from
us. The slowest speeds would
be measured when the jets
were shooting off to the sides.
Scientists have no ex-
planation why the gas seems
to shoot out only in two op-
posite and roughly equal
streams rather than being
blown out in all directions.
Margon said the ejected gas
must be drawn from inside the
star, which apparently is
dying as it spews its innards
around the galaxy.
"My guess is that at the
center of this whole thing is a
neutron star," he said. A
neutron star is composed of
matter so enormously com-
pressed that a thimblefiill
would weigh billions of tons.
Eight Killed, Others Hurt
In Truck Crash With Tree
CROFTON, Md.."‘f AP ) - A
pickup truck carrying 12
young people on a dark,
isolated stretch of rural road
crashed into trees and
. overturned, killing eight
persons and injuring the
others, police said..
Four males ahd four
females in Iheir mid-teens to
early 20s were killed and three
males and a female were
injured — two critically,
accoiding to reports from
hospital officials.
"It was quite a tragic
thing," said Sgt. Richard
Smith of the Anne Arudel
Hubbard Charges FBI Probe
To Be Delayed By Election
REMEMBER, WEE OUT TO
OBSERVE THE BEAUTY OF
NATURE 50 LETS WATCH


















FRANKFORT. Ky. i API —
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard, D-
Ky., has charged that an FBI
investigation - of alleged
criminal: _wrongdoing in
Kentucky state government
and political circles is being
held up until after the May 29
primary election and the
National Governor's Con-
ference July 8-10 in Louisville.
Hubbard is one of six major
andidates for the Democratic
ilubernatorial nomination.
Gary Auxier, press
secretary to Gov. Julian
Carroll, said Hubbard's
allegation doesn't merit a
response.
. Hubbard, a. frequent critic
of the Carroll administration,
telephoned The Associated
Press from his Washington
_._iiffice-Monday to say he has
learned that no action on the
FBI investigation will take
place until after July 10.
"As a member of Congress I
, an say without equivocation
that present plans are that no
formal action on the mountain
evidence gathered by up to
40 FBI agents as to legal
wrongdoiugs in and around
Kentucky state government
will take place until after July
10," Hubbard said.




However, there are people
with more political clout than
FBI agents. The importance
of the delay is to push the
Investigation beyond both the
May 29 Democratic Party
Nbernatorial primary in
Kentucky and Gov. Julian
carroll's presiding over the
National Governors Con-
erence as Chairman
fouisville ) July 8-10."
Hubbard said he "will have
inuch more to say about it in
May.'
He declined lo reveal h
is
source,mof information,informationnformat ionsayingrily., s
orrect. I knot' it for a fact." ,
Asked to respond, Auxier
,aid. "It's fruitless for
 anyone
to•attempt to respond to yet
another in a long series Of
tuisubstantiated claims by a
,andidate who obviously lost
his credibility months ago




ontinue to feel obliged to
report that long series' Of
linsubstantiated charges from
in 
Individual who they know
hu yet to back 
up a single one
Associated Press Writer
BOISE, Idaho AP) — Idaho
officials are girding for a
court battle that legal scholars
say could reshape the Con-
stitutional amendment




proved the ERA in 1972 but
rescinded that approval in
l977. - --
With bipartisan - support
from Gov. John Evans,
congressmen and senators,
Attorney General David I
-says he will challenge relit
contentions that a state cannot
rescind approval of an\
amendment. He says he also
will challenge ('ongress' right
to extend the ERA's
ratification period from the
original cutoff date of March
22, 1979, to 1982.
"Our objective is to better
define the rights, authorities
and processes for state
legislatures concerning the
processes of amending the
Constitution," Leroy said.
"This will be a landmark case.
It has monumental con-
sequences concerning the
federal relationship . between
the states and Congress."
Linifsa MI* 'pranned to file
his suit in U.S. District Court
in Boise within the next few
weeks.
Some national legal
authorities said the case, if
ultimately decided by the U.S.
Supreme Court, could provide
the basis for sweeping
reforms of the constitutionah
amending process.
of those claims.
"It's the same game he
played in the fall and through
the winter, changing the dates
each time as he has done in
this case," Auxier continued.
"He has fallen on his face each
time by the so-called new
information nbt coming to
light."
Auxier compared Hubbard
to the late U.S, Sen. Joseph
McCarthy as '',an office holder
who chooses to abuse his
position of being able to speak
.as a public I:airier' He said
the media "have the same
problem as they had ,with
McCarthy, in feeling obligated
to print what the office holder




FBI agents were in Ken-'
tucky during much of 1978,
looking into certain state
contracta, leases, truck tax
exemptions, strip-mining
permits, vehicle purchases
and a real-estate transaction.
In February, U.S. Attorney
Pat Molloy asked the U.S.
Justice Department for
permission to convene a
special grand jury to hear
allegations about criminal
wrongdoing. , His request
apparently has not been an-
swered by justice officials.
Officials Girding Battle
To ReshapeAmendment
By STEPHEN-C. SMITH But others argue -that the
issues of recission and
ratification periods are up to
Congress, not the courts.
The General Services
Administration has refused to
recognize recission
resolutions from Idaho and
four other states: South
Dakota, Tennessee, Kentucky
and Nebraska. The GSA still
counts the five among the 38
that have approved the
amendment. Only three more
state§ must ratify the ERA
before it becomes law.
Htstoi kally-,—C-origress has
never accepted recission once
a state approves a proposed
amendment. But that has
never been tested in court.
Charles Black, a -con-
stitutional law expert at Yale
University, said Idaho might
"have a chance to successfully
challenge the extension.
But Black said a legal battle
on the right of states to rescind
previous ratifications_would
be. difficult and lawyers would
need clever strategy tb win.
"The extension is un-
constitutional, or at least
illegal, as well as extremely
unfair," Black said. "Its
failure to include the
possibility-of recission for a
state that might have already
ratified an rii...-..earient- togs
not right."
RUSSIAN/ ART .
MADISON, Wis. (API —
"The Art of Russia, 1800-1850"
will be on view at the Elveh-
jem Museum of Art through
May 6.
The show includes 154 works •
of art.
County police.
Officials wereTrying to sort
through personal items of the
Monday night accident vic-
tims in an effort to identify
them. -
"It's a major problem
trying to find out who's who,"
Smith said.
The bodies and the injured
persons were at five separate
hospitals today.
Seven persons died in the
crash, officers said. A 15-year-
old boy died on the- operating
table early today at the
University of Maryland's




A 15-year-old girl, suffering
from internal injuries and
injuries to her left arm, pelvis
and back, and a young boy,
being treated for . injuries to
his head, chest, left arm and
both legs, were listed in
critical_condition at the unit,
Ms. Herschel said. '
A Male, taken to Kinibrough
Army Hospital at Fort Meade,
was transferred to
Washington's Walter Reed
Army Hospital with a possible
fractured vertebrae, ac-
cording to Capt. James Meli.
Another boy suffered
multiple lacerations and
contusions and was listed in
good condition at Kimbrough,-
Meli said.
The accident occurred on
Patuxent River Road about
four miles from here, officers
said.
Anne Arudel County police
officer Jack Rayhart said it
appeared as if "nothing" had
ever happened at the accident
scene.
"I know that's a weird thing
to say, but nothing. It doesn't
ItioThe there was ever an
accident," he said. "It's ob-
vious a lot were in the back of
the truck and throwfi out.
There wasn't any indication of
speed. But something caused





-BARDSTOWN, Ky. (API —
Bourbon industry represen-
tatives have told a legislative
panel the industry is in danger
of disappearing because of the
ad valorem tax on whiskey
stored in the state.
They told members of the
subcommittee on alcoholic
beverage control of the - in-
terim Joint Committee on
Business Organizations and
Professions •Monday that
they're being taxed on a full
barrel of whiskey, but that as
much as a quarter of the
barrel evaporates in the aging
process.
Frank Dailey Jr., president
of the Kentucky Distillers
Association, said computing
the tax with an allowance for
shrinkage would save Ken-
tucky distillers about $1
_a year .and-pre_rit —
them from leaving the state.
Indiana and federal tax laws
allow for shrinkage.
The subcommittee, meeting
at a tavern here, urged
distillers to work with state
Sen. Ed Olianiel, D-
Springfield, to draft
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PLUSES FOR BIG RESULTS!1 LEGAL NOTICE LEGAL NvicE
LEGAL NOTICE
The city of Murray is accepting bids for two 12,000
gallon, Li inch gauge steel underground storage
tanks to be delivered to 201 Andrus Drive.
Bids should be submitted no later than 1:30 p.m.
May 9th.
Tanks should have Mid-West openings and be
U.L. approved.
Mail to:




A 20 GAUGE shotgun was
stolen from the address Rt.8,
Box 3B, Murray. Social
Security number 492 54 6944
is wrote on the gun- $100
reward Is offered for the


















GOD IS LOVE I John .1 8.
"But seek ye first the
kingdom of God, and His
rightotisness, and all these
things shall be added unto
you." Matthew 6 33 24 hour
phone, answered by God's
servantS. NOT A TAPE. 759
4600 Bible Facts and Free
Store. Hear . our broadcast






be submitted by 12





























Win A New 500.00
Yamaha Moped
Register now at Town S.
Country Yamaha,
Murray, Ky.
S. LOST A POND
LOST
in the Center Ridge,
Lyn Hurst, Ky. Lake
Area. A blue and white
fiberglass, 2 seated
paddle boat. If found
or have information,




machine operators_ Apply in
person, Calloway
,Manufacturing Company,
111 Poplar St., Murray, KY
.EXPERIENCED CAR
cleanup man and mechanic
With tools. Apply at Kay
Mart Auto, 511 S 3rd or call
753 4626.
HELP WANTED:. Part time
secretary at First
Presbyterian Church. Call








resume to P.O. Box. 32 M, -
Murray, KY.
NEED STOCKMAN. apply-III--
person before 10 am at Olsten





19. FARM EQUIP. 
TWO SIX room side loading
sconold wagons, one year
old, $240 each. Call 753,3465.
WHEELBARROWS, 515.88.
$29.99, $39.99 AND 549.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris. 
22. MUSICAL 
WURLITZER ORGAN,
model 1040 D, excellent
condition, $1000. 753-1571.
NEED BABYSITTER in my
home. References required„,
Call 437-4461. 
PART TIME, full time
position opening soon in your
area Earn $6 to $ti per hour.
Must be 18, car and phone
required For interview
apply at Guthrie Building,
Suite 4A, 517 Broadway,
Paducah. Monday through
Wednesday, 1 to 4 pm. 
WANTED: DAY cook. Apply
at Southside Restaurant
only. " 





HAVE A highly profitable
and 'beautiful jean shop of
your own Featuring the
latest in jeans, denims, and
sportswear. 515,500 includes
beginning inventory, fixtures
and training. you may have
your store open in as little as
15 days. Call any time for







302 N. 12th St.
or C411153-3263
14. WANT fliBUY-
JUNK CARS deliver or will
pick up. Call 474-8854 Or 527-
1315. 
JUNK CARS. Call after 5 pm,
474-8838. 
1965 to 1967 MODEL
CHEVROLET or GMC
pickup with 6 -cylinder motor
and manual transmission.
Call 753.3465. . 
WANT TO buy: 1970 to 1975
Camero_ body, body and
interior must be in excellent
shape. 753-2470. 
WANTED; 200 amp Service
Pole for -traitor. 527-9526- or
437-4242. 
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE 
BEARCAT SCANNER model
101,-Magnum Goore gun. Call
753 8821. 
CHAIN SAW chains, .38"
pitch for 16" bar, 510.59; 20"
par, 511.99; 24" bar; $14.55.
Wallin Hardware, Paris. 
FOR SALE .wheelchair
ramp for the house, one
electric wheelchair, one push
wheelchair, potty chair,
chrome patient lift, arms for
commode. Call 753-2271. 
MARINE BATTERY, 36
month 80 amp, $26.99, 60
month 95 amp, $36.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris. 
SKiL SAW sale model 538,
$29.99; model 574, $34,49;
model 559, 554.99; model 552,
$66.69; model 553, $72.99;
model 554, $79.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris,
16. HOME FURNISHINGS 
DELUXE PINE dinette table





Hodge & Son, Inc.
205 So. 59t
.9X 12 OVAL BRAIDED rug,
100 percent wool, reversible.
Drapes for sliding glass door,
lined, excellent condition.
753-3690. 
19. FARM EQUIP. 
1952 FORD TRACTOR. 02-
8162 after 4pm. 
16 HP FORD hydraulic
garden tractor with 10 pieces
of equippment, $3600. Phone
759-4799. - -
NEW TOBACCO scaffold
wagons, double wide, 24'
long. 1 886 6029 in Hopkin
sville after 6 pm. 
SNAPPER MOWER blades,
26", 2a.", 30-, your choice,
$5.99 each. Wallin Hardware,
Paris. 
SPRAYERS, 2 GALLON,
$12.99, 3 gallon, $13.99;
Stainless steel, 3 gallon,
$29.99. waiiin Hardware,
Paris.
TILLER, 5 HP with Briggs
and Strajton engine, chain
drive, SW9.99. Wallin Har-
dware, Paris. 
TRACTOR BATTERIES, 24
month guarantee, 6 volt 173
ammo, group 3 EH, $44.99, 12
valr,110 amps, group 30 H,
844.99. Watiin Hardware,
-
WEED EATER, Model 500 or
507, $39.99 Why pay that high
price when you can purchase
Model 2201 RotoShear for




NEW OFFICE HOURS- Clo.4ed All Day Wed.
:Monday -Friday 730-Noon Saturday 7 3011! 5:00
MCI NAIR rut 31.50 MU SHAY, $1.25
for hospital I hotwo calls please call 7534415 see day in ad-
ream Notary PviiIic Service.
REDUCE XD414111ERST___RILLS_._.
ay partial year hoof 14 thi P1111 441%
09111K/C011111116 FIIIINGUISSGet the facts from the IRader in Insulation Re %earth, Teckmalopr,
and Energy Conservation.
What Is an energy efficient home'


























- PRACTICE PIANOS -
BALDWIN 9 n USED
CONCERT GRAND
- In Mint Condition -
LONARDO
PIANO CO.4










steel, $64.99; Colors, $69.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris. 
COMMODES? WHITE,
$39 99; Colors, $47.50. Wallin
Hardware, Paris. 
EARTHWAY PRECISION
garden seeder complete with-
six plates, $30.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris. 
-114-0 FEET OF Cedar, good
for making cedar chests, gun
cabinets, fireplaCe mantels,,
or ceiling closets, $600. Call
489 2697 or 436 5812 after 630
Om. • 
RAPID GRO; 8 or., $1.39; 16
oz., $2.19; 32 oz., 53.75; 5 lb..
57.75; 10 lb., $lims. Wallin
Hardware, Paris. 
RAPID SHARPENER for
precision saw chain filing,
only $12.99 at Wallin Hard,
we're, Paris. - •
STAINLESS STEEL kitchen
sink, double compartment, 4
hole, self-rimming, $29.99;
539.99; S49.99. Wa Mit
dware, Paris. 
SAW DUST for sale.
Shoemaker Lumber Corn
pany, McKenzie, TN. (901)
352-5777.
26. TV-RADIO 
C. B. RADIO fOr sale. Cobra
21 with Hustler antenna,
good working condition. Can
be plugged into cigarette
lighter. $40 Work: 753-9694,
home: 753 6331, ask for
David. 
FOR SALE: C13 radio and
antenna. Also FM converter.
153-3662 after 4:30 pm.
27. MOB. HOME SALES 




derpinning, extra nice. 14500.
Call 753-8177. 
12 x 60 1974 WAYSIDE,
spacious two bedroom,
central air, underpinning,
tie-downs, storage shed. Call
436,2625 or 474,2226.
28. MOB. HOME RENTS 
TRAILER SPACE for rent in
Hazel. KY. 492 8352. 
THREE BEDROOM trailer,
5 miles east of Murray. Call
753-0187.
29. HEATING & COOLING 
WE BUY and Sell used air
conditioners. 753-1551 or 753-
9104. 
32. APTS. FOR RENT 
FURNISHED APARTMENT
for rent. No pets allowed.
Call 753-3264.
FURNISHED BACHELORS
apartment for rent. 500 S 6th
Street. 753-1684. 
ONE ROOM efficiency
apartment, $85. Located near
campus at Olive 'Street
apartments. 753,3415 or after




34. HOUSES FOR RENT
FOR RENT. 4 room house,
located on old Murray and
- Paris Road, $50 deposit, $100
\36per month. No pets. Phone
492 8360.







BAY MARE for sale. 753.
8720. 
CROSS BRED boars for sale.
489 2691.'
FIVE SOWS for Sale, $200•ettc h. 435.4548. . 
FsUREBRED DUR-OC boars,
service . age. William
Yeargin, (901) 247.3333, ,
• _
1979 uniora Fearwe Syna.caie inc




puppies, these adorable pups
make real nice pets. 753 7430-
GREAT DANE and-




Paradise Kennels, 753 4106.
41. PUBLIC SALES
THREE PARTY yard sale at
912 Bagwell Extended.
Wednesday April 25th, 9 MI5.
Children's clothing, nik•
naks, small rocker, tools,
etc.
YARD SALE! Thursday and
Friday, from 8 am to 6 pm at
Shady Oaks -Trailer Court,
trailer number 25. Clothes
and glassware.
43. REAL ESTATE 
APARTMENT HOUSE with
7 apartments, located on S
16th next to college, for sale
Call 436,2341 anytime, or 436
2122. 
BRAND NEW CABIN, near
the lake, 2 bedrooms, living
room with beamed ceiling
Kitchen with stove' and
refrigerator, and most fur





I  753-8080 1
Prof essional Services
With The Friendly Touch"
NATURE CALLS. . .
In this 10 acres of land
(mostly wooded) on
Hwy. 732 off 94 East.





IS BEING DONE" -
1BOYD - MAJORS
_ESTATE. Boyd
1- Majors Real Estate,
:105 N. 12th St.
43. REAL ESTATE
LARGE THREE bedroom
ranch style home with two
-and a half baths, living room,
dining room, TV room and
family room, Heatalator
fireplace, heat pump, partial
floor in attic storage area
and ample storage cabinets
in garage. All appliances
including deluxe stove with
porcelain top cooking area
and micro wave oven,
refrigerator, dishwasher,
washer and dryer. Property






KY. Home 753-7531 or 753-







and bath. Modern kit-
chens have all built-in
appliartes. Located
just odside the city
limits to you only pay
count taxes. A




;IT'S WHAT'S inside that
counts! Plenty of com-
fortable living space, to en-
joy--living room with
dining area plus 3 queen
sired ::ectrocrms with closets
all me. way across the
rooms _double vanity,
-(marble) in bath.. located on
quiet established street near
SchOolS Dial 7537-1492 for
'hräir persona( 'Showing
Offered- by Loretta Jobs
Realrc
I AIN'T got nobody - Here's
a lonesome little home that
needs a face lift and a little
love to make it happy again
It's a real bargain at a rock
bottom price... located on an
acre lot for only $10,000.
Offered by Loretta Jobs
Realty dial 753-8221 or 753
1492 for your appointment
Time For
A Commercial
Building located at the
corner of 3rd and Main
Streets and known as
the Wallis Grocery
Building. This is an ex-




Realty, 753-1222 for all
the details.
NICELY WOODED five acre
homeStres located onblacktop road neat take. Anyof these attractively priced 







DING.. . 3 floors in-
cluding basement,




side property - ex-
cellent warehouse
facility Call for all
details. Boyd-Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St.
EVERY INCH a quality built
homp custom built for
owner setting on 2 .acres.
Owner has been tranSferred
from this 3 bedroom, 2 .bath
brick with double garage.
your wife Will. enjoy
preparing meals in this
u__snaped kitchen with
several Ice of cabinets. Dial
753-1492 for your personal







With The Friendly Touch'
FISHERMAN'S RET-
REAT - Center Ridge
tf. t2- This con- Cot-
tage on large, wooded









Soul" 121 h at Sycamoni.
TELEPHONE 7511E61.
Located at 808 Guthrie
is this completely
bedroom, bath and a
redecorated, three
half home. Central
electric heat and air,
carpeting and drapes.
Excellent location and













Be the proud overseer




on six acres near Ken-
tucky Lake. Con-
structed by slave labor
in 1838, and known as
the Hamlin Home, this
rare page of history is
listed with the
National Register of








TWO LOTS in Groves Height
subdivision. Restricted for
your protection. The area
has lovely homes and the
location is great. Close to
town and near the lake. See










5 ACRES!!! A garden
spot, fruit trees, a
place for horses and
cows, extra storage
area and yes, there's a
lovely custom built 3






and air and lots of
storage area. Minutes
from town and offered
at only $63,900. •
WALK TO THE LAKE
from this rustic home
near Panorama
Shores. You'll love the
heavily wooded lot, the
first floor patio and the
deck off the second
level. 3 bedrooms and
2 baths, great room
with Franklin
fireplace plus formal






44. HOMES FOR SALE 
A BEAUTIFULLY
decorated new 3 bedroom, 2
bath Colonial ranch. Formal
living and dining room, eat
in kitchen, cabinets galore,
energy saving fireplace, 10
closets plus 2 car garage
Near completion Offered by




heat, with extras on
2 acres with large




BY OWNER 4 bedrooms,
22 baths, living room, dining
room, kitchen, study,
laundry, large family room
with fireplace. heat pump,
well insulated, 2 years old,
Gatesborough. 759-1149. 
BY OWNER: 2 bedrooms, 1
bath, living room, dining
room, kitchen, sUnporch, gas
heat, window air, appliances,
quiet street, permanent
storage building, 520's. 759-
1149.
47, MOTORCYCLES 
FOR SALE: 1.973 Honda 350-
4, in good shape. Two
helmets will be given to
buyer. 759-4826. Call between
10 am and 3 pm. 
1975 MR 175 HONDA. Perfect
condition. call 753-9500 after
4 pm.
TL•250, TRAIL bike. Call 753-
7504. 
48. AUTO. SERVICE ' 
CAR BATTERIES, 24 month
guarentee, 522.88. 36 month
guarentee, 80 amp, $26.99. 60





recently rebuilt, $900. Call
436-2332, . 
TIRE SALE: Premium
grade, white wail, 4 ply
polyester with Road Hazard
guarantee. A78X13, $21.39
and $1.72 PET; E78X14,
$25.63 and $2.20 FET;
F78X14, $26.40- and -S2:32
FET; G78X14 or 15, $28.39
and $2.54 F ET ; H78X14 or 15,
330.52 and $2.76 F ET;
L78X15, $32.86 and $3.06
F ET. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
_ 49. USED CARS 
1965 BUICK, $250. call 753-
9472. 
1967 BUICK WILDCAT, 4-
door sedan, extra clean, low
mileage. Call 753-6339. - 
1977 CHRYSLER COR-
DOBA.,- 17.000 actual mites.
AM•FM 8 track tape, wire
wheel covers, red with white




low mileage. 759-4606. 
1956 CHEVROLET, also a CB
radio. 753-3619. 
1976 CORDOBA. HAS sun
roof, all extras. 498-8443
days, after 5 pm, 492-8899. 
. FORD LTD, 1971 station-
wagon, low mileage. See, at
406 N 6th Street, Murray. 
1970 GTO pONT I AC, ex-
ceptionar condition,
automatic, air conditioned,
$1395. Call 767.2879 after 9
pm.
1970 IMPALA 350, fair
' condition with ac, new tires.
-S400. 753-9275 after 5 pm.
44. LOTS FOR SALE 
"F.OR SALE: 2 lots _
Baywood vista subdivision,
no 18 and no.19 on Lakeview ̀
Road. 32000 each. Otis L.
Rainey, 403 Edge Ave.,
Valparaiso, FL 32580.
Telephone (904) 678 1396
2 2/10 acres with new
4 inch well, septic




F(312' SALE: 2 wooded lots
wiThin •• three mites of city
limits. Has city water. Call
753,1380 after 6 pm. 
45  FARMS FOR SALE  
78 ACRES WI TH-'71cuse, 5
miles east of town. . Will
consider selling part. 753
7244, weeltdays after 6:30,
weekends any time. • .
1974 Snick Regal, ex-
cellent condition, air,
AM-FM radio, also 1972
Chevy Impala in good




58,000 miles, loaded with
extras. $2500. Dr Don
--HughaS, 753/622. 
1974 MONTE CARLO, white
on black on white, AM 8 track
stereo, aluminum wheels, air
shocks, 32650 firm. 753-8257
after 5 pm. 
1973 MERCURY MARQUIS
4-door,i full power and air,




equipment, good car, $11250.
Call 753-9757. 
1971 MACH I MUSTANG
Call 489 2521 af ter 430 pm. 
TWO USED cars. 1970
Firebird and 1971 Opal
wagon Rough condition.









,C7K5 9 VAN,S 4588 from
10 to 5, after 5 call 753 7637. 
1977 1.2 DODGE FOUR wheel46. Homgs FOR SALE  drive. air, AM FM, 1100 X 15FOR SALE by owner: 3 tires, chrome wheels
bedroom brick, close to Covered under extended
college, city school district, warrenry, $5800 Calf 753
economical _cias heat. Large 3465 
lot with trees, fenced back 1977 FORD RANGER- 150•yar,c1 with outside stprage. pickup, 4 wheel drive. air,Call 753-2604.  poWer brakes, power
FOR SALE: 3 bedroom brick
house, large living room, 1/2
baths. Located in Allen
Subdivision near Cadiz, K
Phone 489 2564 
BY OWNER 3 bedroom, 7
bath, living, dining, and
-family. room with fireplace,
eat in kitchen, gas heat, near
Murray High. 811 Doran
Road_ 753 8405.
BY OWNER Extra n'ire 3
bedroom brick, den with
fireplace, living room,
-located in Camelot s sub
division-naASIIALlef 5 am. 
We Install-And
Car Service Everything Homo
Stereo's We Sell At The Stereo's
World of Sound
222 So. 11th 753-5855
steering, automatic, tool Pax 
11,500 miles, one owner, $5500
firm. Call after 5 pm, 753-
_8257.
1977 FORD,. LONG wheel
base pickup, VI, automatic,
8000 actual miles, needs
paint job, $2700. Contact
Howard Brandon at B & 8 •
Brokers, Inc., 753 4389,




brakes. Call Rich, 762 3787 
ys, 753 6216 evenings
'17* 15'd N crE•Oi tki •
.4,,.TgRNATIONAL, school bus,
5300 Call 489 2697 or 436 5812
after 6 30 pm
REAL SHARP! 1977 *am
R anc her o' GT, 18,000 actual
miles, air, double power,
AM FM radio° tape, - NIt
steering and more, Black
with strDer stripes, red in
tenor Call 753.2762 days, 753-
'5490 after 7 pm
SO. USED TRUCKS
1973 N. TON DODGE van
$1150. Call 436 5524. 
51. GAMPER'S 
APPAC HE POP UP camper,
19'. 753-1702 after 5 pm. 
CAMPER TOP for
Chevrolet, step side bed, real
nice, paneled, cabinets,
wired for battery oor 110 436
2796. 
CAMPER (WEEKENDER)
with sink and potty. sleeps 3.
$250. 435-4588. 
1976 CAMPING TRAILER,
15', air, bath, stove, gas 
electricrefrigerator,
aWining. 1515 Henry Street.
753-F170698 0.T TRUCK topper,
Paneled, excellent condition,
VW...Call 75.3-8324. 
17- foot PmersioX cantrEc
sleeps six, $1700. Call 753-8056 
STARCRAFT AND Road
Ranger Dealer,, travel
traitors, 5th wheels, and
popup. Both new and used
Complete line; parts and
accessories, hitches, brakes,
and lights; installed. White's
Camper Sales, located East
94 highway toward Ken
Lake, Murray, KY. Call 753-
0605. 
52. BOATS 1. MOTORS 
1971 BOAT AND motor. 141/2'
Runabout, walk through
windshield, 50 hp Mercury
motor. Good for 'fishing or
skiing. Call 753,7791. 
14' FIBERGLASS BOAT,
Runabout, 25 hp Johnson
motor, electric start, and
Johnson controls, good
condition. Boat, motor, and
trailer, 1550 or best offer. 753-
8121.
1978 MODEL 197" deep V
Runabout with 228 hp
Mercruiser, all aluminum
Tandum trailer. Has been
water only one time. 753-4320. 
16' OUTBOARD WITH 80 hp
- Johnson and Holsclaw
trailer, 51000.753 1571. 
14' POLORCRAFT JON
boat, 18 hp motor and trailer
Call 753-4504. 









service, refrigeration and air
conditioning. Bill Rollins,
753-0762. 
BYARS BROTHERS & Son. 
Generalhome remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1-
395-4967 or 1,362,4895. 
CAN'T GET those small jobs




small concrete jobs. Call 436-




and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489,2774. 
,CARPET CLEANING, free
estimates, satisfied
references, V ibra•Vac steam
or dry cleaning. Call Lee's
Carpet Cleaning, 753-5827. 
CAMPER REPAIR, all
brands, Eaz- lift and Reese
hitches, electric brakes, and
light hookups. White Camper
Sales, located East 94 high
way, toward Ken Lake,
Murray, KY. 753,0605. 
COMPLETE ASPHALT
maintenance paving, pat-
ching, also seal coating. Call
753-7148 or 753-9043. Located
at Murray Speedway, High-
way 641 N of Murray. 
CQNCRETE & BLOCK work.
Block garages, basements,
driveways, walks, patios,
steps, free estimates. 753-
5476. 
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24'
below the ground, leaving
°nay sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw





realistic prices Call to,
estimates, 753 9987 after 4.3.
Pm.
DRIVEWAYS WHITE
rocked and graded, all size
pea gravel, tree estimates
Clittord Garrison, 753.5429
after 4 pm_ 
EXTERIOR AND interior
painting, carpentry work
done, decks and porcheebuttt
and repaired, gutter cleaning
or installation, small
plumbing, concrete walks.
patios, and driveways also
done. Call 436 5570 after S PM
for tree estimates. 
EXPERIENCED CAR
PENTER, large or small
jobs. Free estimates. 753
FOR ALL your • lawn and
garden needs; breaYong,
disking, mowing yard, ?311
492 8366 or (901) 247 5665. 
FRAMING OR finish car
penter,, no job too large or
small. Excellent referencee
Call 759,1890. 
FLOOR PLANS drawn to





753,2310 for free estimates. 
HUGH OUTLAND rooling,
excellent references, call
753-1486 between 7 am and
3:30 pin, ask for Shelley. 
HOUSEWORK WANTED.
Experienced, reliable, want
one or two days a week, $22
per day. Call 247-5716. 
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears, 753,2310, for free
estimates. 
INSULATION BLOWN in
attics and walls. For free
estimates call 753,7505 or 753
8277. 
JACK'S BLACKTOP paving,
patching, also seal coating.
Phone 436,2573. 
LANDSCAPING AND lawn
care, bby the job or contract
for the entire season'. Call
436,5570 after 5 pm. Free
estimates. 
LICENSED ELECTRtCIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and air





Jack Glover, 753-1873 after 6
pm.
MITCHELL BLACKTOP-
PING, driveways and small
jobs a speciality, also pat
ch3i7ng and seal coating. 75315
NEW LAWNMOWER Shop
located at Murray Sport
Marine Center, 718 5 4th
Street, Murray. Call 753-7400.
Fast service. 
NEED A carpenter? We do
paneling and additions or
what have you. Call 436-2516. 
PAINTING OF air kinds,
home or commercial. No job




ROOF I-NG, NEW houses. Re-
roof, built-up roof, ancE
trailer roof coating. Call 753,
3310. 
WET BASEMENT? We_make wet basements dry,
work completely guarentegd.
Call or write Morgan Con-
struction Co., Route 2, Boi.
409A, Paducah, KY 42001, of',
call day or night, 1.442,7026„
WILL BREAK gardens. 753-:
8461. 
WILL DO plumbing, heating
and air conditioning, repaIrg
and remodeling around ttes
home. 753-2211. 
WILL PLOW gardens attic,
prepare for planting 751
5809. 
54. FREE COLUMN 
FREE! TWO small dogs.
One long haired male, one
short haired female, sandy
colored. Call 753 0507. 
PUPPIES, FREE to good
home. 753 6962.
Circle fl Fencing--
Division of Atkins Gutte: Service
*Chain Link Fencing
*Western Cedar Fencing
We Give Free Estimates






Floored end ready. Up to 12 lc 24. Also barn style, of
fices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U
BUILD, pre cut completely ready to assemble up te 24
60. Buy the best for less. cosiie From fn.
s pa. til Sial. 2 p.M.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
* NOTICE *
Due to Fish Fry Activities we
will not have our usual Auction
on Friday, April 27th, 1979.
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I Deaths and Funerals I
Funeral Wednesday
For Mrs. Howard
The funeral for Mrs 011ie
Myrtle Howard, mother of
.Mrs. Cliff Campbell of
Murray, will be held Wed-
pesday at 3 p.m. at the chapel
If the Haley-McGinnis
Funeral Home, Owensboro,
.with burial to follow in the
'Woodward Valley Cemetery in
Ohio County.
Friends may call at the.
:funeral home after 2:30 p.m.
'.1oda--y• ( T u esda y4 .
• Mrs. Howard, 83, Owen-
itboro, died Monday at 3:35
.a.m. -at' the Owensboro-
Daviess County Hospital. Her
husband, Mark, died in 1970.
- She is survived by four
daughters, two sons, three
'pisters, 18 grandchildren, 32




Mrs. Linda Mae Jackson of
Farmington Route 1 died
Saturday- at the Murray-
Calloway - Cciunty Hospital.
She was 63 years of age.
The deceased was a
member of the Mt. Hebron
United Methodist Church, and
is survived by a sister, Mrs.
Betty Piper, May-field.
The funeral was held
Monday at 2 p.m. at the chapel
of the _Roberts Funeral Ser-
vice, Mayfield, with the Rev.
James Glass 'ad the Rev.
Harry Yates officiating. ,
Pallbearers were Kenneth
Galloway, John Teckenboch,
Michael Pigg. Tnny Piper,
Steve Stanley, and Richard
Moysenko. Burial was in the
Farmington Cemetery.
Debate To Be Held
On Murray Campus
-Should the Murray State
University men's basketball
team be given special dor-
mitory' privileges?", will be
the question discussed at a
public debate at 7 p.m.
Tuesday, April 24, in the
Reg. Price $5.99 Per Single
Reg. Price $5.49 Per Single
Mrs. Liuie Adams
Dies At Hospital
Mrs. Lizzie Adams *Route
2, Puryear, Tenn., died
Saturday at the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris,
Tenn. She was 86 years of age.
The deceased was a
memmber of the North Fork
- .Missionary Baptist Church.
Born Oct. 28, 1892, in Henry
County, Tenn., she was the
daughter of the late James
Franklin Nance and Manirva
Farris Nance. , She was
marria Oct. T9, 1913: to
Wallace Adams who preceded
her in death.
Mrs. Adams- was also
preceded in death by -three
sisters-Mrs. Eula Barrett,
Mrs. Nell Wade, and Miss
Artie Nance, - and four
brothers-Roy, Fred, William
M., and Ernest Nance.
She is 'survived by one
brother, Hubert Nance,
Cottag Grove, Tenn., and
several nieces and nephews.
The funeral was held
Monday at 11 a.m. at the
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral
Home, Paris, Tenn., with
Lloyd gtephens officiating.




Dillard P. McNeely, a
retired well-drilling con-
tractor of Farmington Route
1, died Sunday at 11:05 a.m. at
the Care Inn Nursing Home.
Mayfield.
The deceased was 91 years
of age and a veteran, of World.
War I.
Mr. McNeely is survived- by
two daughters, Mr. Mary
Jewell. Kinmundy, Ill., and
Mrs. Nancy C. Britt;-Graves
County: four sons-James B.,
Farmington Route 1, Norris,
Cocoa, Fla., David, Suffolk,
Va., and William F., Mims,
Fla.: 18 grandchildren; 15
great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 1:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral_
Home, Mayfield, with Roy
Churchwell, the Rev. David
Mason Hall auditorium-on _ -Gnssum, and the Rev. Hirry
('ampus.' .Yatesaticisting...._
This will be the final-debate Interment will be in the Old
in the 1978-79 Public Debate Harmony Churcli Cemetery
Series sponsored by the , with military rites to be
Murray State Forensic Union, conducted at the gravesite. •
according to Robert Valen- Friends may call at the
tine, MSU debate team coach. funeral home.
SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS-Civitan Wa
yne Williams, left, presents scholarships to
Gayla Larkowski and Pete Morgan on b
ehalf of his organization. Btitth scholarship
recipiems are student teaching at Mu
rray Middle School under the supervision of
Susan Hargrove and Betty Wagar. The C
ivitans sponsor a candy sale each year to
provide funds for the scholarships which 
are given to deserving students majoring in
special education. Looking on are students in
 Mrs. Hargrove's class.
Photo bs. e Peebles
Health Officials Continue Efforts To
Determine Cause Of _Illness To Band
EAST ST. LOUIS, III. (AP)
- Public health officials
continued their efforts today
to determine the cause of an
illness which hit a number of
Owensboro, Ky., high school
pupils and two adults Sunday.
The victims, members of
the Owensboro High School
band, were aboard three buses
heading home frac a day at
Six Flags Over Mid America
amusement park near
Eureka. Mo., when they
became ill, authorities said.
Twci of the buses went to St.
Mary's Hospital in East St.
Louis where 20 students were
treated for headaches,




director Jerry Brown said
tests had not been completed
Monday. but that carbon
monoxide poisoning had been
ruled out. He said eight
students still were Patients at
the hospital.
Special History -Program 
The third bus continued
'Mt.-Vernon, Ill., authorities
to
said, where it was flagged
down by Jefferson County
Sheriff Robert Pitchford.Planned, Library Friday
William Schafer, professor
of English at Berea College,
will present a program titled
"Roots and Blossoms: Some
Applications of Local History"
at the Calloway County Public
Library on Friday, April 27, at
3 p.m.
He has chosen to speak on
"Folklore and Folkmusic"
emphasizing its importance in
the local history. \
In an effort to encourage
people to appreciate their
.heritage, the Kentucky
Humanities Council is
sponsoring Schafer to talk to
local groups and help them.
explore local and national
tradition. In addition to






Bel-Air Shopping Center, Phone 753-3642
Building or Remodeling

















relating folklore with the
various humanities he will
also spin some colorful folk.





Ind., and his doctorate from
the University of Minnesota.
In his 14 years at..., Berea
College he has taught courses
Eight students, bus driver
Edward Moll of Evansville-,
Ind., and band director Jack
Zachary of Central City, Ky.,
were hospitalized and about 20
others - treated at Good
Samaritan Hospital for
,imilar symptoms, a hospital
spokesman said. -
"Dr. Nabil Messiha said it is
apparent food poisoning,
based on his impressions of
in modern novel, creative the symptoms," said Barbara
writing, and has written and MA'S. Mrs. Miles said food
published a number.. or short., _hdt over from box lunches
stories and poems. He has also purchased-at a fried Chicken
published essays and articles
on literary and cultural
history as well as some major
publications about the history
of jazz and rock music. -
The visiting lecturer will be
on Murray State University
campus Friday at 7 p.m. and
Saturday morning at the
university radio seminar.
"I look forward to meeting
people, hearing about their
interests, and exchanging




"All persons interested in
local history, story telling, and
the preservation of our
heritage, are cordially invited
to come to the library at 3 p.m.
on Friday," Mrs. Trevathan
stated.
Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Ser,-;c•
April 24, 1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 395 Est 600 Barrows &
Gilts 50 to 61 00 higher Sows uneven:
steady
US 1-2 200-230 lbs 14450-44 50
US 2 200-240 lbs $43 75-44 M
US 2-3 240-2501bs $42 75-43:5
US 2-4 260-260 Ihs $41 25-4235
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 Ibis
US 1-3 300450 Has
US 1-3450-600 lbs
US 1-3 500-650 It
US 2-3 300-500161






restaurant near Eureka was
being tested to see Whether it
could have caused the illness.
Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky I API USDA -
Estimated receipts cattle and.calves 2000:
feeders 70 percent; slauglif& steers and
`eders bruited offerings steady. towj 50-
: CO lower. bulls steady, slaugter calves
.,nd realer, steady. feeder Steers fully
,teagy;--beifers steady, instances 200
.uglser:
Slaughter steers choice 2-4 875-1100 lb
71 61175 80. slaughter heifers- choice 2.4
130400 lb 73 50-74 50. rruxed good and
hake 2-3 810-1040 lb 70 50-72 00 good 2-3
465400 lb 6690-46 10, slaughter cows
itdity 13 and few commercial 3-5 52 00-
57 00, high boning percent and high
tressing percent 5700.00 25, cutter 1.2
4' 0-53 00, canner and cutter under MO lb
4.2 0047 00. slaughter bulls yield grade 1
155-16413 lb indicating 80-81 carcass boning
percent 71 00•74 50. yield grade 1-2 1040-
115 lb incticatagt 77.79 percent 65 60-71 75
slaughter calves and vealers choice 190-285
.b %Tilers 100 00-113 M. choice 370-465 lb
--'alvtss 74 00-86 10. feeder steeracbcare 325-
460 lb 110 00-13 00. 400-500 lb mostly 95 00-
, :5 00. few lots up to 120 59, 500-600 lb 86 M-
t 00, 800700 lb 85 0)-91 75. 700100 !ban 00-
16 80, 800468 lb 75 00-80 00: mixed good
.adr.boice 300-400lb 95 0011000. 400-500 lb
15 00.9000. 500.700 lb 75 00-85 00, 700-900 lb
'949.10 00 good 600-1145 lb 65 00-78 00,
',tiers choice 300-400 lb *900-103 75, few
to 10 00, 400-500 lb 61 00-93 80, 500400
1, 78 00-89 75. 600-7E1 lb 71 75-83 50. mixed
,00d and choice 304400 lb $I 00-90 00. 500-
585 lb 86.00-75 00, good 300-500 lb 7000-
0066:
Hogs 100, barrows and gilts fully 75
'Afar. US 1-2200.200 lb 45 40-45 75, No 2
n0.262 lb 44 75-45 35, 2-3 203-250 lb 44 00-
44 75, No 3 250-300 lb 43 OD-14 00, sows
steady. US 1-2 350-450 lb 11 00-12 00.
450.500 lb 42 0043 M. 500.700 lb 43 0044 00.
ars over 30) lb 36 25-37 00 ,
v,heep 25. Untested early
CORRECTION
George E. Overrbey , Sr.'s name was inad-
vertently omitted from the Calloway Coun-
ty Bar Association's advertisrnent which
appeared in the National Secretaries Assoc.
Section published in Monday's edition of the
Murray Ledger & Times. Mr. Overbey's
name was mistakoilv omitted from the
copy submitted.
David Brien, a veterans
counselor of the Department
for Human Resources,
Kentucky Center for Veterans
Affairs, will be present May 3
at the Department for Human
Resources in Murray.
Brien, who will assist
veterans and their dependents
with claims for benefits due
them as a resqs of their
military service, will be in
Muuray from 9 a.m. until 3
p.111.
Commission Approves
Portion Of Rate Hike
By Columbia Gas
FRANKFORT, Ky. 1API -
The Kentucky Energy
Regulatory Commission has
approved just $2.49 million of
the $4.02 million rate increase
requested by Columbia Gas of
Kentucky.
The commission Monday
denied a requested return on
equity of 14.5 percent and
granted an 11.5 percent
return, reducing the 12.5
Acent return allowed by a
1976 Public Service Com-
mission order.
In slashing the Lexington-





Prices of stock of local interest,. at
noon, Ern, today, • furrushed to the
Ledger & 'fines by First of Michigan.
Corp . of Murray. are as follows.
Industrial Average .• . +5.56
Air Products 27',
American Motors . 97s
Ashland Oil 441. -t
American Telephone 591% +
Bonanza t'uff 4‘1A
Chrysler 96. UNC
Ford Motor . . . WAD +41
G A .F. 114s . +41
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...THE NEWS IN BRIEF...
INTERNATIONAL
TEHRAN, Iran (API -
Prime Minister Mehdi
Bazargan and members of his
Cabinet . escaped an
assassination attempt today
as they walked in te funeral
procession of a general
assassinated 24 hours earlier.
A man in an air force uniform
tried to throw a hand grenade
at the 72-year-old premier and
his colleagues, but guards
walking alongside the
procession k.locked it from his
hand Then the man raised a
submachine gun, but before he
could fire the guards kicked
him to the ground and rushed
him away.
SALISBURY, Rhodesia
(AP) - The uneasy alliance of
Rhodesia's three moderate
black leaders collapsed today
under the pressure of election
reverses as the Rev.
Ndabaningi Sithole, trailing
badly in first returns, charged
"gross irregularities" and
demanded an investigation. A
Counselor To Assist 
•--44k.w.-1-°.•.7.:-SoLdeclaring that
the five,clay election last week
Vets And Dependents 
expressed the will of 2
million people," Sithole ac-
cused the Internal Affairs
With Military Claims Ministry of "stage-managing"
the, voting.
NATIONAL
LOS ANGELES (API -
Authorities seeking the
elusive Hillside Strangler say
they think they have their
man: a 27-year-old former
police studies student who
earlier had been dropped as a
suspect.
Police Chief Daryl Gates
said at a news conference
Monday that his department,
the Los Angeles County sheriff
and Glendale police are
seeking charges in 10 of the 13
granglings against Kenneth
Bianchi. Bianchi has pleaded
innocent by reason of insanity
to two similar murders in
Bellingham, Wash.
BOISE, Idaho (AP) - Idaho
officials are girding for a
court battle which legal
scholars say could reshape the
Constitutional amendment




proved the ERA in 1972 but
rescinded that approval in
1977.
WASHINGTON
• WASHINGTON (AP) -
Sentiment is building in
Congress for a windfall profits
tax on oil revenues, but
President Carter fears the
ultimate beneficiaries will be
the oil companies.
Carter said Monday op-
ponents of his proposal to
divert additional oil profits to
new energy-related programs
are trying to pull • off a
"charade" that will create $4




mission is considering a
suggestion to order a tern-
mporary shutdown of eight
nuclear power plants sharing
design features ° with the
stricken Three Mile • Island
plants NRC Chairman Joseph
M. Hendrie said he expects a
decision today or Wednesday





sometimes yvonder if two-thirds of my job
isn't simply to help unsnarl the bureaucratic red
tape in Frankfort which delays, distorts and
sometimes denies constituents access to govern-
ment- servtees:'
Add to this the many public meetings, and
countless phone calls and you have what amoun-
ts to a full-time job. But I realize I am your link to
state government and cutting the red tape is one
more way I can be of service.
I haven't always succeeded. but I have learned
how to open many of the tight doors. This ex-
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With Genuine G.M. Parts
GM QUAUTY GM
ORNIRAL MOTORS IMPS DIVIS/CM
DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET Inc.
Telephone
753-2617
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